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'Friends of Latchmore' (FoL)  Comments on the JBA Latchmore Catchment 
Modelling Report  of September 2014 

 
1.      Introduction  
 
Latchmore Brook is one of a number of  the areas of the New Forest  planned for "Restoration Works" under the 
Higher Level Stewardship (HLS).     In 2012,  following objections from  Friends of Latchmore (FoL),  the planned 
works on  SSSI units  29, 43,  44,  and  48 ( the floodplain ) were postponed,  and  further  investigation started as 
part of a Natural England  (NE)  Geomorphological  and Eco- hydrological  Assessment of  New Forest Sites.       These 
Reports were produced by JBA Consulting in April 2013,   followed by an "Options Appraisal of the Latchmore Brook 
Restoration" in June 2013 for SSSI Unit 48 only.     The June Report  included  a hydraulic simulation (modelling)   and 
potential restoration options. 
 
FoL provided extensive comments on these Reports,  which identified the lack of any local hydrological  data or 
monitoring of "flood flows",  and which  took no account of  the effects of the drainage in the upstream Inclosures.    
The "Return flood flow" data produced from the modelling was of significantly lower magnitude and frequency than 
that observed by FoL and local residents.   
Most of those concerns do not appear to have been addressed.  
 
Subsequently,   it was deemed necessary to consider Latchmore Brook at a "whole river catchment "  scale as  
required by NE,   and the upstream SSSI Units in the Inclosures should become part of a single  integrated HLS 
Project.         JBA were again commissioned,  this time by the Forestry Commission,   to  provide a modelling analysis 
for the "whole catchment".      The subsequent Report,  the subject of this paper was produced in September 2014,  
and copied to FoL for information.       
 
A  meeting and presentation was held on  8 December 2014 between FoL,  FC,   LUC,   JBA and Cascade.        Cascade 
had provided hydrological input to the FC/LUC  Scoping Report produced in August 2014 as part of the EIA process 
for the Latchmore Brook Catchment Project.     FoL  had again provided extensive comment on this in relation to the 
use of Dockens Water as the source of "flood flow" data  as it clearly did not represent  a similar size,  habitat,  or 
drainage to that found at Latchmore.   
 
Many of the FoL comments on the  April and June 2013 Reports and the Scoping Report  still apply to this Report,  
and should be considered  together with the comments below  as they are  still  relevant to the preparation of the 
Environmental Statement.  
 
This paper has been prepared by the  "Friends of Latchmore"  (FoL)  commenting  on the  September Report 
produced by JBA Consulting  for the Forestry Commission.       
 
2.   Summary 
 
The overall comment is that this JBA Report  does not provide an accurate or complete survey  and appraisal,   
necessary  as  a "whole catchment" assessment,    of the existing hydrology and a study of the scenarios proposed 
under the HLS Latchmore  Brook Restoration Project.   
 
As will be observed in the JBA Report  Conclusions and Recommendations,    everything is  written in  descriptive 
terms ,   with virtually no scientific , quantified evidence included.        There are only two  (relative %)   figures  in 
quantified terms  to justify any comparisons or conclusions.     
This calls into question whether it is  a hydrographic survey and  mathematical modelling of proven confidence 
levels,   or  avoids  scientific evidence because it is unreliable and unconfirmed by independent data  ?  



The conclusion is that the JBA Report  does not  provide  the necessary information as input to  the  
proposed Environmental  Statement.    
 
For example: 
 

 It does not mention  what source of rainfall or run-off  input  data  are being used for the 
calculations ?  It only states -  "Derivation of the low flow and flood regime using Flood Estimation 
Handbook (FEH) methods;     (Dockens Water was referred to  in the June 2013 Report,  but not in 
this Report) . 

 It is not clear if all the  sub catchments of Latchmore Brook have been included in the analysis.     ( 
For example - it is apparent that SSSI unit 541 Sloden Inclosure,   a  significant sub-catchment,    
has been omitted from the modelling.)      

 The "one" baseline Flood flow Table for the outflow point at Ogdens is clearly flawed when 
comparison is made with existing local observations. 

 There are no comparative Baseline Tables for other key points through the catchment (e.g. at SSSI 
Unit boundaries). 

 There is only one Rainfall/runoff graph provided for Ogdens.     This is simplistic ( as noted by JBA) 
and more specific Rainfall/runoff graphs are essential for the different habitat/landform 
conditions ( e.g. mire, heath, plantation, herring-bone drainage networks) in different parts of 
this complex catchment.   

  There are no comparative predictions, similar to Table 3-1,   for the proposed Scenarios to assess 
their impact in terms that are useful to stakeholders.    These are needed for each SSSI Unit within 
the catchment as a minimum. 

 Comparative Outputs are needed for the "number of days per year that overtopping will take 
place" for the baseline and proposed Scenarios. 

 The text indicates that a very " simple" model  has been used with the main parameters being  
the LIDAR DTM and proportional areas only.      There is no suggestion that vegetation type (e.g. 
existing mire, plantation with herringbone drainage,  lawn....    etc has been taken into account. 

 The text does not explain the density of the DTM grid used in the modelling to illustrate the 
sensitivity of the modelling ?    Many of the "features" removed or partially infilled are "micro 
features"  relative to the accuracy of the DTM.       The Report does not explain how  these have 
been  expressed in the DTM and modelling  parameters ?    

 There is no detailed information as to exactly where DTM parameters have been changed in the  
modelling scenarios.    

 It is impossible to be sure where important descriptions,  comments or proposals  refer  to,    as 
the generalised names change  and the text jumps from one  point to another.       It cannot be 
clearly explained without  precisely identified names and/or  Ordnance Survey  National Grid  
positions on a large scale topographic map or photomap to pinpoint them. 

 SSSI,  Catchment,  and Sub-catchment Maps are incomplete implying that important areas have 
not been included in the modelling. 

 As a consequence of the poor identification/ annotation or vague comments of points described,     
it is impossible to be certain what location is being analysed or provide the necessary information 
to form any meaningful conclusions. 

 There are frequent errors in the numbering of Figures or mis-leading photos. 

 As a result of the above,   the Report is confusing.       It  does  not provide a coherent format 
covering all aspects of each SSSI Unit,  but moves between them,  using generalised 
unsubstantiated statements.  

 

 There  is no statement of the reliability and confidence levels  of the results  when  there has 
been  no flow gauging and monitoring  of Latchmore Brook used in the modelling,   nor analysis of 



the assumptions made ?     Finally,   there are no "independent checks"  to validate the limited 
outputs of the modelling ? 

 
3.    Thompsons Castle SSSI Unit 43 and Unit 28 
 

Thompsons Castle Mire (SSSI Unit 43) and the connected outflow through the relevant section of SSSI 
Unit 28 appear to have been given  a proportionately  much larger analysis than any other  section of the 
catchment.  (17 pages)    
 

The FoL analysis and comments on the Report are consequently more comprehensive for  Thompsons 
Castle than for other  parts of the Report,     illustrating, as the main example,   the short-comings of the 
modelling over the whole Report,   and the sweeping conclusions drawn.    
 

The conclusion is that the Thompsons Castle study sections  do not provide the necessary level of 
information and analysis of its hydrology to form the conclusions made.   
 

For example:    

 There is no quantified  sub-catchment  water flow  data to  compare  with  Table 3-1 or for 
Scenarios B,C, D ,  or justification for  the proposed "Works".      

 The hydrology of Thompsons Castle SSSI Units  43 and 28 is  independent of Unit 540, 66, 48 and 
the rest of the Catchment.      However,  the text  on this stream  is disjointed ,  with Figures and 
commentary split into piecemeal sections which are difficult to relate to each other.    

 The stream should have been  documented as one Chapter in the Report  covering the whole 
Sub-catchment  and viewing the whole stream,  rather than mixed within  other  sections and 
disjointed sections  analysed.   

 The NFHAG Report provides much useful evidence on the hydro-geomorphology of this unique 
sub-catchment,   providing  pointers to an important aspect of the medium term hydrological  
"flood flow" dynamic of this stream.      Its total absence from the JBA Report is unacceptable.        

 
4.     General   Points      
 

4.1  The sections  of the  Report relating to SSSI Units 540 ,66,  and 48  could be given similar comments.      
 

4.2   The Report must provide more rigorous  and accurate information  on  the scope of the modelling,    
the methods used,    surveys,  outputs and analysis,  if it is to be used as part of any evidence for an 
Environmental Statement.        
 

4.3  The last sentence in the "Conclusions and Recommendations illustrates that the  modelling exercise 
in this Report is not a "whole river scale" assessment,  and  that there is  further work that should have 
been considered within the catchment?   
 

4.4  Notwithstanding  concentrating on SSSI Units 43 and 28,   there are 272 comments  and questions of 
concern raised by FoL .   These are woven into  the copy of the JBA Report below.   
4.5    Answers and action is needed  at an early stage of the current  FC/LUC study  to avoid delays later in 
the process.       
 
4.6   The final Report should be assessed by an Independent expert. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



*************************************************************************** 
 
5.    FoL  Comments on the  JBA Report -  "Latchmore Catchment: Assessment of the 
Hydromorphic Impact of Potential Restoration Options." 

 
 
Blue text - the JBA Report text as published in September 2014. 
 
Red text  -  FoL comments and questions 
 
This   paper is accompanied by a full copy of the JBA Report in order that it can be seen in its entirety.    

 
 
********************************************************************************** 
********************************************************************************** 

 
"Latchmore Catchment: Assessment of the Hydromorphic Impact of Potential 
Restoration Options." 
 

( 1 )  The titles on the front pages are from different Reports, indicative of  the poor quality control found later 

in the Report - (e.g.  Figures do not tie up in the report).  
 
 
a) Title Page:  "Latchmore Catchment: Assessment of the Hydromorphic Impact of Potential Restoration Options." 
b) Bottom of Title page:  
 This report has been prepared for and funded by The Verderers of the New Forest Higher Level Stewardship 
Agreement AG00300016.  
The HLS partners shall have the sole right to publish the report and results of the survey, with an appropriate 
acknowledgement of the work or material contributed by the Contractor.  

This report should be cited as: JBA Consulting, 2014.  New Forest Queens Meadow Track Appraisal of 

Management Options Report. Higher Level Stewardship Agreement The Verderers of the New Forest AG00300016.        

 
( 2 )  Was this just done in  haste  to have  the wrong citation ?  or indicative of the overall quality .....?  

 
c) Page i :  Draft Report v1.0 - July 2014  

  Final Report v1.0 - July 2014    Combined Latchmore and Thompson's Castle Report   
    and addressed FC comments on Thompson's Castle  
  Final Report v2.0 - Sept 2014   Addressed FC comments on version 1.0 of the report  
 
  Purpose:  This document has been prepared as a Final Report for the Forestry Commission. 
 
  Bottom of page : 2013s7692 - Latchmore Brook and Thompson's Castle SSSI Restoration Modelling  
      - Combined Final Report v2.0 Sept2014.docx 
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1 Introduction  
 
1.1 Background to the Study  
 
The Forestry Commission require a detailed hydraulic assessment of proposed restoration measures for the New Forest SSSI Units 540, 66, 48, 43 
and the area of SSSI Unit 28 which lies downstream of SSSI Unit 43 to the confluence within SSSI Unit 48 along the Latchmore Brook and mire to 
stream transition SSSI Unit of Thompson's Castle.   JBA have developed restoration options for these units based on input from the Forestry 
Commission for Natural England. This report brings together previous separate reports on Latchmore Brook and Thompson's Castle.  

 
1.2 Approach  
 
The information in this report will, in close consultation with the Forestry Commission and Natural England, help to inform a sustainable 
naturalisation scheme for the Latchmore Brook catchment. This includes each of the SSSI Units 540, 66, 48, 58, 30, 43 and 28. 

( 3 )   SSSI unit 44 notable by its absence from this list -  as there appear to be  works proposed  which are within 

this SSSI ?   
 It is important to ensure that the proposed restoration measures for each SSSI Unit to be restored are aligned 
with the neighbouring units so that a sustainable and linked scheme is proposed for the Latchmore Catchment as 
processes across all units will influence each other in the medium to long term.   

 ( 4 )  This confirms the need to look at all Latchmore catchment SSSIs as they all influence each other. Restoration 

scenario modelling is explained in section 2.2.  
The restoration measures have been simulated using the following modelling protocol to determine functional habitat along the SSSI Units.   
The JFLOW modelling approach for all SSSI Units will involve:  
Model construction using the available aerial LIDAR;  
Derivation of the low flow and flood regime using Flood Estimation Handbook (FEH) methods;  
Simulation of existing flow inundation patterns;  
Presentation of existing flow energy patterns linked to sediment transport;  
Iterative remodelling of the watercourses utilising the suggested restoration measures and hydraulic outputs from earlier runs.  

 
1.3 Study Area 
 
Figure 1-1 illustrates the study area for the Latchmore Brook catchment representing the SSSI Units boundaries. 
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Figure 1-1: Latchmore Brook study area corresponding to SSSI Units 540, 66, 48, 43 and 28. 

 

 



( 5 )  Study area is an example of loose, ill-defined wording.     " Study area"  should relate to  the overall area 

considered in the survey and analysis in this Report.    This should be the "whole catchment",  not selective SSSIs - 
nothing less will provide the information of the effects on these SSSIs.        Based on the subsequent text in the 
Report -  "Works area "  should be used.   

 

( 6 )  The map defines other SSSIs as well as "540, 66, 48, 43 and 28".  Why are these not mentioned   ? 

     

( 7 )  Further issues on the  scope of the Report covering the "whole river-scale catchment" include: 

 Not only are other Units defined in the Figure,   many within the catchment are not,  including  Unit 28 
which is mentioned in the title but is  not shown.         

 What happens with SSSI Unit 44 ?     The NE Condition Assessment for Unit 44 dated  05 December 2013 
includes statement "........ However obviously engineered drainage channels at the lower end of the slope 
are affecting extent of mire habitat and possibly quality. There are also several cross drains and these 
with the areas of spoil are keeping the unit unfavourable but recovering due to the Wetland restoration 
programme."        Not clear from this description,  but most of  these are within the Unit  and not in 
Unit 48.    Figure 1-12 does annotate these "incised drains"  in Unit 44. 

 Sloden (SSSI Unit 541)  is excluded, along with  other SSSIs within the catchment,  when clearly a major 
part of the drainage system  which is in the same condition as the other Inclosure SSSI Units  540 and 66 . 

( 8 )  Justification and explanation is  needed as to  why Units are left out. 

 
   
1.4 Physical setting  
 
The Latchmore Brook arises in the Open Forest in Howen Bottom   

( 9 )  SSSI Unit 31 - why not mention it is an SSSI?   It is also U/R "Unfavourable recovering" not "Favourable".    
and Claypits Bottom (SSSI Unit 30) to the north east, flowing through Studley Wood (SSSI Unit 58), Island Thorns (SSSI Unit 540), Amberwood and 
Alderhill (SSSI Unit 66) Inclosures before emerging again onto the Open Forest at Latchmore Shade (SSSI Unit 48), where the Latchmore Shade 
SSSI Unit (along the watercourse itself) includes wet heath and lawn habitats. The Latchmore Brook flows in a straightened deepened drain 
channel for approximately two thirds of its length across Latchmore Bottom, before leaving the western edge of the Open Forest at Ogdens onto 
private land.     

( 10 )  This is  a repetition of the misleading description in the Scoping Report -   Sometimes  Latchmore Bottom, 

sometimes  Latchmore Shade (SSSI Unit 48) (why keep using different unexplained words ? -  Latchmore Bottom is 
NOT two thirds of  Latchmore Brook - it is only one quarter of its length.   
SSSI Unit 48 is supplied with gravels from the upstream SSSI Units 540 and 66 as well as local bank erosion and remobilisation of instream gravel 
deposits. Similarly, gravel features within SSSI Unit 66 are reliant upon continued upstream supply from SSSI Unit 540. Fewer gravels are stored 
within SSSI Unit 540 due to the steeper gradient and general transporting conditions and any in-channel features tend to be composed of larger 
gravels and small cobbles.     

( 11 )  What about the "supply"  from SSSI Unit 541 - Sloden Inclosure ?  It is as if it does not exist......!!    
The combination of a steep watercourse, strong gravel supply and historic channel straightening as well as riparian tree clearance to maintain 
forest lawns for grazing and commoning stock and drainage, creates a dynamic and responsive watercourse sensitive to perturbation.  
 
The mire catchment of Thompson’s Castle (SSSI Unit 43) and incised gully flowing downstream of SSSI Unit 43's boundary, within SSSI Unit 28, to 
the confluence of Latchmore Brook is the western valley of three small valleys, including Latchmore Mire (SSSI Unit 44) on the side of a plateau 
within the Lay Gutter Valley Area, which covers 49.1ha (contained within SSSI Units 43 and 44, Figure 1-1).  The wetlands within Thompson's 
Castle are supported by a seepage face high up the valley side at the junction of an area of head deposits and underlying bed rock. 
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Figure 1-2: Latchmore Brook restoration site location (flow direction is north - east to south - west) (Copyright Google Earth 2013, Infoterra and 
Bluesky 2014) 
 

( 12 )  The "black" boundary is made up of straight lines - and  does not include, for example,  the half of Hasley 

Wood which is within the catchment.    Figure 1.2  of the Scoping Report is better - but an accurate map derived 
from the LIDAR / DTM information is needed  to indicate the catchment boundary, superimposed on the 
drainage.     

( 13 )  Why is such an inaccurate map used here - and nothing better included in the remaining Report to 

indicate the scope of the modelling ?  



1.5 Current hydromorphic conditions and issues along Latchmore Brook  
 
1.5.1 SSSI Unit 540 - Islands Thorn  
 
The Latchmore Brook within SSSI Unit 540 (Figure 1-3) has a weak anastomosed section at the confluence with the stream joining Latchmore 
Brook from the east. This aside, the watercourse can be generally described as an active meandering type with strong gravel inputs and a 
moderate gradient, interspersed with sections of passive channel characteristics where banks are stronger preventing significant lateral erosion. 
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Figure 1-3: Current hydromorphic condition and pressures SSSI Unit 540 
 
The multi-thread anastomosed channel network at the confluence with the stream from the east, which has developed as a result of improved 
floodplain connectivity between stabilised wooded areas, means that potential erosive energy is spread across a wider area with channels 
wetting at different flow levels, reducing lateral and vertical erosion rates. The sustainability of this channel type is reliant on the presence of 
frequent woody debris dams (Figure 1-4) which help to reduce the potential for vertical incision and maintain a good level of floodplain 
connectivity, meaning 
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 floodplain wetting is frequent and occurs at a lower flow level.  Debris dams naturally form as a result of the surrounding land use, which is a 
characteristic of the system type present throughout the New Forest, with new dams naturally replacing old ones which decay over time.  
 
Figure 1-4: Debris jam at anastomosed channel section 

 

( 14 )  Photo  circles a fallen tree root - explaining the "natural" process,  but as a debris jam,  it  is difficult to 

see how it has any significant effect in creating "much" anastomising in this form...?     The man-made ones 
proposed are likely to be  very  complex and more permanent structures.  

 
Elsewhere, channel straightening looks to have occurred in the recent past which has acted to create locally steepened sections of watercourse 
and over-deepened channel conditions as a result of dredging. This results in heightened flood shear stress levels within the channel during 
elevated flows, promoting erosion of the channel bed and banks. Erosion of the channel bed (incision) has occurred where channel banks are 
stronger due to the presence of more resistant boulder clays in the banks and where riparian vegetation provides a cohesive root mat. This is 
particularly true for the upper reaches of Unit 540 where incision is occurring most significantly. Incision within incoming tributaries and drains is 
attributable in part to initial incision within Latchmore Brook when straightening and over-deepening occurred.  
More locally the incision will be followed by in-channel deposition, in the mid to lower reaches where gradients are shallower, as gravels are 
dropped in lower energy zones during flood recession. Significant shoals will then influence channel hydraulics upstream, reducing the water 
surface slope and promoting more deposition. This ‘cut and fill’ activity is evident in the low to middle reaches of Unit 540, with fill zones 
characterised by plane bed, shallow gravel reaches and more local gravel shoals and bars causing local lateral erosion. This pattern is often 
repeated over time as gravels are re-eroded and re-deposited along the system and this will in turn have generated successive knick-points along 
the tributary / drains.    
 

 ( 15 )   Yes  - but over what sort of time-scales are these processes being described  ?  This information is 

essential to understand what is being proposed.  
 
Where lateral erosion can readily occur, in the mid to lower sections of this unit, gravel deposition can occur, which can further enhance bank 
erosion by concentrating flows around gravel shoals.  

 
Ditching of the floodplain (Figure 1-5) has occurred particularly in the upper reaches which impacts on the flood flow regime of the watercourse 
by creating a more responsive system as a result of flood peaks being concentrated at certain inflow points to the main channel, as well as 
elevated in-channel energy levels as water is no longer spread across a wide area of the floodplain. The water also enters the main channel more 
efficiently. This creates a system more capable of erosion and sediment transport. 
 

( 15 )  There is no mention of rapid run-off from the higher slopes into the drainage channels.  What is proposed 

for the  herring-bone drainage in the Inclosures which cause much of the rapid runoff ?     The issue is 
acknowledged later in the Report but there is no indication that it has been addressed in the modelling.  
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Figure 1-5: Incision in upper reach drain, showing embankments 
 

( 16 )  It is unclear  which, if any, of these many "drains" and drainage will be infilled. 
 



There has been incision up to 2-3m (from bank top to stream bed level, Figure 1-6) in the upper reaches of this unit, where the channel is 
significantly narrower than the mid to lower reaches. Erosive energy is contained within the banks rather than spread across the floodplain 

 ( 17 )  How wide is the  floodplain in these upper reaches ?  
 
at higher flows resulting in bed erosion. This creates oversteep banks that are prone to collapse through undercutting, providing evidence that 
the system is highly unstable, as well as further reducing floodplain connectivity. This is exaggerated in some locations by the presence of 

embankments on the bank tops, which are particularly evident in the lower reach of this unit, downstream of the anastomosed section.  

( 18 )  The anastomosed section is virtually at the bottom of the Unit.   Observation of the area does not 

indicate that the landforms ( and therefore system) are currently "unstable".   What evidence is there for this 
statement  ...? 

  
As a result of incision in the Brook, connecting drains are also incised in some locations. The incision within the drains is also impacted by 

embankments on the bank edge of the drains (Figure 1-5). 
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Figure 1-6: Upstream significant incision  (in the upper reaches of this unit) 
 
Groundwater levels have been altered as a result of the incision, infilling and spoil dumping (embankment creation). This has implications on the 
flow regime where there is little water stored as groundwater giving significant runoff into the channel creating high energy conditions and 
impacting on the ecological communities. This has also led to the gravel loss from upstream as higher energy conditions mean that gravel is 
readily transported through the reach to downstream lower energy zones. Sections of the immediate floodplain have become drier than natural 
in the mid to lower reaches where the floodplain is wider than upstream where it is narrower and more confined.  

( 19 )  What has caused the rapid flows ?   There is no mention of  the drainage being man-made to drain the 

land for FC plantations - this is part of the "picture" which also affects the "remedies".  
 
The strong supply of gravels has resulted in significant gravel feature growth within the channel in the mid to lower reaches where gradients are 
shallower, in the form of mid channel bars, lateral bars, transverse bars and point bars. Poor connectivity with the floodplain means that the 
pattern of erosion and deposition is exaggerated (as a result of incision and embankments) meaning growth has been enhanced locally, 
particularly in areas where widening can readily occur.  
Natural woody debris features are common along the channel, particularly in the mid to lower active sections, which have often been created as 
a result of local bank erosion / collapse. These create short lengths of impounded watercourse that does improve floodplain connectivity 
significantly, as is clearly seen in the mild anastomosed section of this reach. These provide useful analogue features for the restoration plan.  
Significant palaeo channels have been identified and show where reconnection could be possible through some of the proposed restoration 
measures. These have been identified from the audit and supplied LIDAR. Reconnecting these whilst maintaining the existing channel will 
encourage anastomosed network development. 

 

( 20 )  Why are there no examples published in this report of specific identified palaeo channels ?   There are 

none  visible on the NFNPA  web-site LIDAR in Islands Thorns.      What is visible on the  LIDAR are  the many  man-
made herring-bone drainage networks.     Why is this not mentioned.......and taken into account......? 
 
1.5.2 SSSI Unit 66 - Amberwood and Alderhill  
 
Similar to SSSI Unit 540 upstream, SSSI Unit 66  (Figure 1-7)  has a weak anastomosed section of watercourse in the mid to upper reaches of the 
SSSI Unit where local floodplain connectivity is improved due to the effects of numerous woody debris dams (Figure 1-8).     However, the degree 
of wetting of the anastomosed network is reduced as the floodplain is not as well connected as it could be and therefore only some of the 
channels evident are likely to be wetted in elevated flow conditions.   

( 21 )   Flood conditions observed by FoL show a well connected floodplain.    What is the justification for this 

statement ?  
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Figure 1-7: Current hydromorphic conditions and pressures unit 66 

 
 
Comments on Figure 1.-7 sketch map: 
 

 
 

( 22 )  FoL photo No 1 - Alderhill Inclosure -  

Recent works on northern edge of Inclosure 
 

( 22 a )  The "embankments" annotated on the map ( purple) at the edge of Alderhill Inclosure go right up 

to the fence - when in fact the top sections (above the top track - see FoL photo  No 1 above) have already 
been flattened and widened......  



 

( 22b )  The absence of any information in the Report about Sloden Inclosure (Unit 541, to the south of Unit 

66 is unacceptable when considering the effects on the overall hydrology,  and Unit 66  in particular.   Figure 
1-7 is even titled "...pressures on Unit 66"!!   Most of the waters from Sloden flow into Unit 66. 
 

( 22c )  The NE Condition Assessment of  Unit 541 notes that it is Unfavourable Recovering and needs 

further work -  it must have a significant effect on the hydrology of the Latchmore catchment - yet is not part 
of the "Study area" or modelling.  
 

( 22d )  The LIDAR shows widespread  evidence of man-made drainage close to the Brook.   There is also 

drainage between the side drains on the north bank of Alderhill which do not show up on the "public" LIDAR,  
but have an effect,  and need to be included in the description. 
 

( 22d )  The annotation in Figure 1-7  states the "Weirs at bridge".  This is not a recognisable weir - rather    

it is a very large embanked bridge,  with vented causeways either side (see FoL photos 2 & 3 below).    The 
size of this indicates the high volumes it has been designed to accommodate - this would not be needed for a 
2 year return flood flow of the order of only 5 cu m at Alderhill. 

 
 

 
 

( 23 )  FoL photo No 2 - upstream of  bridge and 

vented causeway  

 
 
FoL photo No 3 - Bridge 

 
FoL Photos No 2 & 3 above show the size of the "Vented Causeway" -  a full bridge with 2 large capacity 
pipes either side -  and the volumes it has been engineered to  accommodate.          
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Figure 1-8: Weak anastomosed channel at debris jam 
 
The active meandering sections of SSSI Unit 66 differ to SSSI Unit 540 upstream in that lateral erosion is more commonplace meaning 
gravel deposition as bars occurs more frequently (Figure 1-9).   The gradient is also shallower compared to upstream reach SSSI Unit 540 
which assists the depositional processes. Due to the greater frequency of deposition, bank activity is heightened further still where flows 
are concentrated on the banks as it flows around these features.   This process is also assisted by less cohesive banks compared to SSSI 

Unit 540 upstream and is most significant in the upper reaches of SSSI Unit 66.   It is likely this area was once impacted by incision, and 

that it is currently experiencing a 'fill' episode rather than a 'cutting' episode where deposition is allowed to occur creating plane 

bed sections in some locations. 
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Figure 1-9: Actively widening characteristics in some locations 
 
Incision is still occurring within SSSI Unit 66 and is likely a result of significant channel straightening in the recent past which is evident 
from old maps and LIDAR.    Incision is occurring most significantly in the downstream reaches of this SSSI Unit where banks are less 
cohesive.  



The incoming tributaries and drains in this SSSI Unit are also mostly incised (Figure 1-10) which is partly attributable to past incision within 
the main Latchmore Brook but also artificial ditching, deepening and embanking of these systems. 
 

( 24 )  Any site visit would observe that the side drains ( "incoming tributaries and drains" ) are all the 

result of man-made construction to drain the Inclosure for its historic planting and management.      These  
also include the additional intermediate "herring-bone" drains which are  less visible on the NFNPA web-site 
LIDAR than on the ground. 
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Figure 1-10: Incision in right bank drain, showing embankments  
 
Gravel feature growth and frequency is significantly greater in this section of the Latchmore Brook compared to the upstream SSSI Unit 
540 and they take the form of mid channel bars, lateral bars, transverse bars and point bars.  
Groundwater levels have been impacted as a result of the artificial ditching of the surrounding floodplain, similar to SSSI Unit 540 
upstream.  
Natural woody debris dams are frequent (Figure 1-11) as a result of the surrounding land use (they are a characteristic feature of the area 
and are self sustaining in forestry reaches) and they are important in reducing the impacts of incision as well as improving floodplain 
connectivity levels and wetting frequency.    
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Figure 1-11: Natural woody debris jams 
 

Numerous palaeo channels are evident in the floodplain both from the audit and LIDAR and will be targeted for improved 

connectivity where this is feasible as this will encourage anastomosing network development. 
 

( 25 )  There are no examples of site photos of palaeo channels in the   Report - or evidence from LIDAR.     

Where they exist these should be fully documented at an engineering scale forming an essential part of any 
justification for reinstatement. 
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1.5.3 SSSI Unit 48 - Latchmore Shade  
 
Latchmore Brook within SSSI Unit 48 varies between:  

 

( 26 )  The text below is similar to the April 2013 Report: 

  
The blue is the same as the April 2013 report. 
The yellow highlights have been added to this report,  and not included in the April 2013 report. 
The bullet  in green highlight below has been removed from this Report. 
 
 
A weakly anastomosing lower course characterised by a wooded local floodplain and multi-channel flow network (Figure 1-13).  
A single thread mildly incised channel running through floodplain woodland with disconnected palaeo-channel features including a well 
defined sinuous single thread channel on the left bank (Figure 1-14).  
A dynamically stable ( ?? ) wandering reach characterised by an inset floodplain and numerous vegetated gravel bars dissected by a 
shallow dominant channel and several sub-channels all with abundant mobile gravels accumulating as shoals and more permanent riffle 
zones (Figure 1-15). Low level morphological change is possible under dynamically stable conditions however, severe erosive processes 
are generally absent under normal flows with flood / winter flows being the main control on morphology.  
A second incised single thread reach again with abundant mobile gravels accumulating as mid channel bars and riffles. Floodplain palaeo-
channels are prominent in places (Figure 1-16).  
A short ‘infilled’ plane bed single thread reach characterised by a shallow, generally uniform, mobile gravel bed and strong floodplain 
connectivity (Figure 1-17). The hydromorphological characteristics of a plane bed river reach are characterised by a high width to depth 
ratio, shallow flow depth, riffle flow type, few sediment features/stores and cobble/gravel bed, meaning that under natural conditions, 
the channel bed is likely to be uniform.  
A third incised single thread reach with some mobile gravels and areas of exposed boulder clays, accumulating as mid channel bars and 
riffles. Floodplain palaeo-channels are prominent in places. This channel type extends into the plantation woodland where the channel has 
also been straightened historically and a prominent left bank palaeo-channel can be traced (Figure 1-18). 

 
 Several natural and artificial watercourses entering from the north some of which are 

actively incising through knickpoint erosion. This is impacting on mire functioning in some tributary headwaters. 



 
 
The pattern of issues is summarised in Figure 1-12.  
 
 
Figure 1-12: Current hydromorphic conditions and pressures SSSI Unit 48 

 

 
 

( 27 )  Changes from April  and June 2013 JBA Reports 
This figure is the same as " Figure 1-8: Current hydromorphic conditions and pressures"  in the April 2013 JBA report,   
except that the April 2013 report only mentions "Woody riparian loss",   and not "Woody riparian loss due to SSSI 
maintenance".       

("Figure 2-8: Current hydromorphic conditions and pressures"   (June 2013 ) is a copy of the April 2013 
report.) 
 

( 28 )  Further issues 

All three Reports show  "Incising drains" in SSSI Unit 44.        There is no mention of this in the text or why 
Unit 44 is not part of the "Study area" in para 1.2.    
 

( 29 )  Figure 1-12  is too small and  shows too little detail to be meaningful.      What do the green  ring 

areas indicate at an engineering scale?  - The eastern one at  Alderhill  is already a series of multi thread 
channels which are not disconnected in flood conditions.  
 

( 30 )  The "Woody riparian loss" is  due to unnecessary felling by FC...... 

The Incised drainage shown in Unit 44 and 48 include the main Southern Damselfly sites...... 
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Figure 1-13: Weakly anastomosed lower course of Latchmore Brook SSSI Unit 48. 

( 31 )  These are the same photos  as  Fig 1-2 of April 2013 report,  and the same photos  as  Fig 2-2 of 

June  2013 report. 
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Figure 1-14: Mildly incised single thread reach of Latchmore Brook SSSI Unit 48. 
 

( 32 )  Figure 1-14 is the left photo below.   This is not the same photo  as  Fig 1-2 of the April 2013  report  

and Fig 2-3 of June 2013 report,   which was a reasonable example (from  the Long reach cleared of trees). 
 
 

 
Fig 1-14  Sept 2014 -"Mildly incised single thread 
reach of Latchmore Brook SSSI Unit 48."     
This is not a "Reach" of Latchmore Brook -  Note   
The size of the pebbles and stock poaching 
hoofmarks which indicate this is a very minor 
water feature.....starting at the top of the photo!! 
 

 
 

 
Fig 2-3  in June 2013 JBA Report: "Mildly incised 
single thread reach of Latchmore Brook SSSI Unit 
48"  as used in  Fig 1-3  April 2013.        
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Figure 1-15: Dynamically stable wandering reach of Latchmore Brook SSSI Unit 48.     

( 33 )   Back to same photos  as April, June 2013 reports. 
 
Figure 1-16: Prominent palaeo-channel associated with Latchmore Brook SSSI Unit 48. 

 
 
 

( 34 )  This is not a palaeo-channel in the sense that it is flowing for most of the year as a natural channel.     

The foreground is the main Latchmore Brook channel.    The water behind,  flowing into the main channel is 
from the south bank boggy ground which runs originally from Watergreen Bottom  (SSSI Unit 49).       
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Figure 1-17: Plane bed single thread reach of Latchmore Brook SSSI Unit 48. 
 
Figure 1-18: Forested single thread reach of Latchmore Brook SSSI Unit 48. 

( 35 )  "Figure 1-18 is not  "single thread".    After any rain the flow  is  out onto the floodplain -  and the 

south side is a continuous bog....why is that not mentioned.....?  
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The natural anastomosed channel network has been extensively modified through the SSSI Unit 48 with historic channel straightening 
along considerable lengths of the watercourse. The channel has reacted to this straightening by initially cutting down into the bed, 
creating an incised single channel. 

( 35 )  No mention of "historic channel deepening"  ?  Is this correct ?  Led to believe it had been deepened 

as well.....but this suggests the deeper  reaches are caused by natural processes after "straightening" ? 
  
This has increased flood shear stress levels promoting local erosion, particularly where flows are concentrated around in-channel bars 
(Figure 1-19).    Subsequent resupply of gravels from upstream has resulted in a general over-filling of the channel in the middle reaches to 
create a shallow plane bed system, leading to frequent floodplain inundation. This channel state is not stable and will be subject to a 
renewed period of scour and disconnection as part of the general damped erosion/deposition cyclic response, a continuation of the 
current cut and fill cycles which is a long term adjustment process to the straightening. 

 

( 36 )  This is where it is necessary for the Report to better define "middle reaches" .    

Fig 1-19 is at the Ford where the Latchmore Mire outflow finally enters the main channel.    Floodplain 
inundation takes place in many reaches along Unit 48.      This paragraph becomes meaningless when you 
are unable to locate where the descriptions are located.       It could be describing Latchmore Shade - but this 
has been in its present form for more than a century......  
In this respect Figure 1-21 for Thompsons Castle is an improvement,  but is still poorly defined . 
 
Figure 1-19: Local flow concentration and bank erosion linked to gravel bars on Latchmore Brook. 
 

( 37 )  Where is the bank erosion in this photo ? 

 
The historic incision of the channel floodplain has altered flood frequency and groundwater levels which in turn has altered and degraded 
the natural vegetation communities.   
 

( 38 )  How  is  this statement justified  without quoting what the changed values relating to the three 

elements   (flood frequency,  groundwater levels, and degradation of natural vegetation communities) 
actually  are?   They are essential baseline information to  this proposal.     
 
This community change has been further influenced by historic tree clearance through the 20th century with permanent regeneration and 
succession being prevented by current land management practices including grazing.    
 

( 39 )  ( and illegal tree-felling in preparation for these Works.... ) 

 
 However, this is unavoidable in the greater context of the New Forest SSSI due to the requirement to maintain the quality of 

grazing that ensures the prevention of natural succession and encourages local diversity in plant communities.    Wet grassland (known 
colloquially as wet lawns) are an important SAC/SSSI habitat largely unique to the New Forest1.    The overall pattern of flooding frequency 
is significantly disrupted with reaches where the occurrence of overbank flow has been reduced due to incision and other areas where 
inundation rates are increased above normal due to gravel infilling.    In addition flood connectivity is locally reduced where arisings from 
channel dredging are deposited on the bank.     
 

( 40 )  Are the last two sentences still referring to "the greater context of the New Forest SSSI" or back to 

Unit 48 ?    Observation of channel flows and over-topping in Unit 48 show that this statement of the  effects 
are over exaggerations for Latchmore.  
 
The impact of incision, infilling and spoil dumping on groundwater levels has resulted in the drying of the immediate floodplain resulting in 
hummocky lawns across former mire in incised reaches and wetter where gravels have infilled the main channel. Floodplain swamp and 
pond areas have  
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developed.     

( 41 )  (including the creation of a pond which is now listed as a "Priority Pond".  )     
Another theory is that they have formed when the lawns were wetter and there was more overland flow between Molinia hummock  
which might not have been so heavily grazed.  
The gradient is low, compared to upstream, along the Latchmore Brook through SSSI Unit 48 where the channel exhibits a 
characteristically anastomosed network through a narrow wooded riparian margin. The change in gradient and associated tree clearance 
has created a long-term sediment storage and reworking zone which has previously been laterally active. The result is a stabilised 
wandering section which is inset into the wider floodplain and is characterised by a number of low vegetated and unvegetated bar 
features.       
 

( 42 )   Is this a description that means the same as or confirms the previous paragraphs ?   

 It illustrates the need for detailed large scale "site plans"  of the Unit to justify these general  descriptions of  
geomorphology -  in preparation for  later conversion  into  any detailed proposals -  rather than the small 
scale maps provided here.    In this respect Figure 1-21 for Thompsons Castle is an improvement,  but still 
inadequate.  ) 
Floodplain connectivity improves through anastomosed reaches within the wooded lower section of the SSSI Unit, although several 
channels remain disconnected from the main channel. The anastomosed network is assisted by debris dams which have provided local 
improved floodplain connectivity (Figure 1-20). 

 
Figure 1-20: Woody Debris on Latchmore Brook. 

 

( 43 )  Taken from a section between Latchmore Shade and Ogdens ?  Why does it not specify this ?  

 

1.5.4      SSSI Unit 43 Thompson's Castle and SSSI Unit 28 - Ecohydromorphic Condition  
 

Thompson's Castle is defined as a mire to stream transition unit.   The wetlands within Thompson's Castle are supported by a 

seepage face high up the valley side at the junction of an area of head deposits and underlying bed rock. There is an area of small scale 
gullying which requires restoration within the SSSI Unit boundary.    
 

( 44 )   This needs to be justified.   There is no mention in the description that this is an unusually steep 

mire  (Latchmore Mire is much flatter) and inevitably water will flow across the surface in some places once 
it enters the constricted valley.   This is mainly surface flow over a steeper section of the mire,  which is part 
of the natural topology of such a steep mire.   
  
The area outside of the Thompson's Castle SSSI boundary (within SSSI Unit 28), downstream of the Valley Bottom Wetland to the 
confluence with Latchmore Brook, has been subject to significant drainage impacting the wetland condition.        This area also requires 
restoration (Figure 1-21).     Figure 1-21 provides an overview of the Thompson's Castle study area showing the various mire / stream 
drainage features present.   
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Figure 1-21: Overview map of Thompson's Castle study reach split into several reaches. 
 
 

 
KEY in Figure 1-21  does not  transfer with the image  
Pink -                      Lower lawn gully 
Light brown -         Upper lawn gully 
Green -                    Mapped gully 
Purple/Pink  -         Unmapped gully 
Blue -                         Runnel on peat              

( 45 )   This blue section is still part of the Valley mire and it is inaccurat to imply it is not.    

See FoL photos below 

Blue valley shape -  Valley Bottom Wetland  

 

( 46 )   Fig 1-21  is a better approach to  splitting up  and naming of the different sections compared with  

para 1.5.1 to para 1.5.3......    
 
However : 

( 46a )  Because of its importance to any proposals for Thompsons Castle stream,   the actual 

boundary of the mire should be  shown on a photomap which will then clearly show the extent of the 
valley mire in relation to the stock crossing ?   There are still questions about exactly where these 
sections start and end.   Only with an annotated photomap  can the descriptions be understood...... and 
are essential for this stream.) 

( 46b )  Only by inference where the diagram points to "Main nick point" is it clear  that the actual 

bottom of the mire is at that point -   see further comments below.       

 ( 46c )  The other drainage from this Unit which enter the stream at the crossing point is also an 

important feature - clearly shown on the NFNPA website LIDAR and photomaps - and should be shown ? 

( 46d )  There are no "disconnected short sections of eroded channel" in the Valley mire. 

( 46e )  What is the "unmapped gully " ?   in contrast to the "mapped gully" ?    What "mapping" is it a 

reference to,  with the lower section "unmapped" ? . 



( 46f )  With no better  information on Figure 1-21,  it is assumed that the "Crossing Point" is the main 

footpath crossing rather than the stock crossing lower down.      ( An illustration as to why a photomap 
would be an advantage.   See next paragraph.) 

 

( 47 )  The FoL photo below is  derived from the on-line Google maps,   creating a photo compilation of the 

Valley mire section from the "lower end of the main mire "funnel" down to the top stock crossing.   The 
Crab apple tree is clearly visible ( bottom right ) beside the bottom westerly  bend,  and provides a clear 
indication of the mire vegetation at that point which continues down to the "Main knick point" (white 
patch). 
 

 
 
FoL photo No 4 - photomap Thompsons Castle Mire -  Valley mire section, below main mire. 
 

( 48 )  This  image shows  that this Report could easily provide much clearer information using large scale 

photomaps,  helping to remove  the significant ambiguities in this Report.  
  

( 49 )  For example - the NE photomap No 1  below was supplied by NE (dated 30/08/2012 )  to show the 

boundary of SSSI Unit 43.     Such large scale photo- mapping must be available to  the HLS Scheme for the 
whole catchment. 
As an example, at the appropriate scale,   these images show the orange SSSI boundary line passing just 
below the Crab apple tree,  and all the vegetation along the valley - similar to that above.  
 



 
 
 

NE  photomap No 1 - (dated 30/08/2012 )   the boundary of SSSI Unit 43. 

 
 
 

The western valley bottom wetland stops halfway down the valley just upstream of the boundary of the SSSI Unit 43 (see Figure 

1-22).    
  

( 50 )    Why has the valley mire been given yet another name of "The western valley bottom wetland"  ?       

What is the significance of "western" ?      

( 51 )   This part of the Thompsons Castle Mire does not stop halfway down the valley.   (See comment and 

photos below Fig 1-22). 
 

At this point the valley has been subjected to drainage which has led to the removal of the valley bottom wetland.    

( 52 )  At this point,  the mire is flourishing and complete except for one step  in a very steep section of the 

mire which was subjected to inappropriate "works" in 2001/2.      

( 53 )  What type of "drainage" is referred to  ?    The evolution of the mire here is complex and not well 

described in the text by just saying "subjected to drainage".      See FoL comments below.  

 
There is a degree of headwater erosion of the drainage path into the SSSI Unit 43.   This is likely to have arisen from past incision within 

Latchmore Brook which has propagated up through Thompson's Castle.  
 

( 54 )  The "drainage path into (ie upstream into ? ) SSSI Unit 43 is one of two sections of the valley mire 

where "works" took place in 2001/2.    The upper site where there are remains of stakes is shown in Figure 
1-22,   while the lower "Works"  took place at the "Main knick point" in Figure 1-21,  which is just below the 
actual bottom of the Valley Mire.      The descriptions in the JBA text are both confusing and incomplete. 
 



( 55 )  The " headwater erosion of the drainage path into the SSSI Unit 43 "    quoted above, "at this point" ,  will not have 

been caused by " past incision within Latchmore Brook."  

( 55a )  How long does it take for an event on Latchmore Brook to work  its way up to this point 250 + 

metres above the Brook ?    Any adjustment to historic deepening of the Brook is  likely to progress only 
a few  cms per year and then find it is stopped at various places upstream  -  not 10's of metres per year.   

( 55b )  The most recent "drainage" took place  post 1946 as quoted in para 1.6,    when there was 

very little deepening at this point in Latchmore Brook,  and local observations show that it is notable 
that even in high flows in Latchmore Brook,  the flows out of Thompsons Castle change little,  as the 
mire dampens runoff.     

( 55c )  It is improbable that this is in any way related to past incision within Latchmore Brook,  but 

more likely to the geology at that point.      
 

( 56 )  What is the justification for the JBA text  ?     

 
There is some evidence of attempts to restore this area (e.g. staves in the channel); however, most of these measures are 
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no longer functioning (with the exception of a few).    

 

( 57 )  The text does not say they failed within 2 years of the " FC works in 2001/2.     
Nevertheless, even though the stakes and bales have been lost, the bottom part of the valley mire has been stabilised and headward 
erosion has slowed.   

( 58 )  Is that possibly  because the  heather bales and stakes had no effect .......  why repeat any unproven 

intervention ? 
      
That said, the valley mire is now drained by soakways across its surface which now discharge over a small peat cliff as a waterfall into the 

incised channel downstream (Figure 1-22) where the damming took place and, as a result, the peat mass of the valley mire here is 

in danger of being damaged in the future as a result of this process.    
 

( 59 )   As FoL state  above - Figure 1-22 is not at the bottom of the Valley Mire.  If  "damming" took place 

in 2001/2,  it is no wonder that it failed within 2 years.   
 

Figure 1-22: Headwater Erosion at the base of the western valley bottom wetland (note tops of staves in the channel in the foreground) 

(NGR 418476, 113053)     

( 60 )   There are no  maps in this Report provided with an OS NGR grid by which to locate this point 

accurately  ?   That would be very useful,  in addition to a suitable annotation on a photomap  to locate this 
point -  and  all other points mentioned in this Report. 
 

 
 
 
Ecologically, the site faces risks of a reduction in the size of pristine SAC mire communities through headward erosion; partially caused by 
artificial drainage activity at these points with additional contributions through poaching of watercourses resulting in headward erosion 



and the incision of the Latchmore Brook. There is limited scrub incursion, this is unlikely to pose a long term threat to these wetland unless 
they suffer additional drainage from headward erosion. 

 

( 61 )  ( There is no basis for these "vague" statements without evidence and justification.      

The water does begin to come to the surface here- but may be  because at this point in time there is less 
vegetation to absorb the water.   Gravity will continue to move vegetation down the valley to infill these 
areas   -  but are natural features of these mires.  

( 62 )  No mention has been made of the "natural  barrier" in the path of the valley mire and further 

narrowing of the valley to 2 metres at this point?    
 
 

( 63 )    Question:      Where is the bottom of the Thompsons Castle Valley Mire  ? 

 
  The Report states that " The western valley bottom wetland stops halfway down the valley just upstream of the boundary of the 

SSSI Unit 43 (see Figure 1-22)."    
  

By visiting the site,   it is misleading to state that the western valley bottom wetland  stops halfway down 
the valley.   In fact: 

( 63a )  The JBA photo in Figure 1-22  is taken 4/5ths  or 80% of the distance down the distinct valley 

from the   Mire "funnel".  

( 63b )  Fig 1-22  is about  50 m  above the bottom of the mire.         

( 63c )  Fig 1-22 is   looking "Upstream" to the Mire and Hampton Ridge in the distance.  

( 63d )  The FoL photo No 5  below is looking downstream  towards  a natural barrier of high ground  

near the crab-apple tree  which forces the mire to the east,  narrowing further in the process above the 
top stock crossing.    

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FoL photo No 5 -   Looking down from   Fig 1-22 towards bend 
and narrowing.   In the distance,  mire is flourishing up to the 
natural high ground straight ahead,  before it veers to the 
right and narrows.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

( 64 )  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  The points  below are  important details  on the "landform" at the 

bottom of the Valley Mire  and recent  recorded events over the last 15 years which are not provided in 

the September 2014 JBA Report. 
 

( 64a )  The valley at Fig 1-22 is about 10 metres wide;   at the "pinch-point" where it is forced to 

the west by the "natural barrier of ground" in front of it,    it is only 2 metres wide.    Why is that not 
mentioned....??? 

( 64b )  There is no justification given for repeating the "Stakes and heather bales" solution which 

failed within a year of the 2001/2 works at this point.    



( 64c )  There is  important evidence from New Forest History & Archaeology Group (NFHAG) 

relating to  a geomorphological episode in  October 2001 which is not   mentioned.      This should 
not be ignored as it provides information of  the detailed survey done at that time.       The cause of 
the "event" was not seen or fully determined ( only the result) but does provide a pointer to the 
longer term sequence of the development of the mire,   which should be taken into account in any 
proposal for "works".    

 

( 65 )  The New Forest History & Archaeology Group (NFHAG) Report is summarized as: 

 
NFHAG produced a  Report on the events of  October 2001 which took place "in the vicinity of" Thompsons 
Castle.      The account of the time has  valuable information which may help assist in better understanding 
what happens at this site: 
a)   The cause or actual event that took place was not witnessed,    taking place sometime in the first 3 
weeks  of October 2001. 
b)   The account was that " It seems that...",  therefore not substantiated, there was a mass of water which  
lifted and transported a large amount of peat over considerable distances.    
c)   However there was no report of exceptional rainfall  in the vicinity by local people. 
d) The Report states that "The affected length of bog was not much more than 60 metres........" 
e) The sketch map shows the Crab apple tree and the deflection of the mire to the west,  but it is not clear 
where the 60 metres refers to ?        
f)  The description also refers to "...a mass of water attempting to escape from a large catchment area of bog 
and surrounding hillside,  through constricted widths of the valley below."        It mentions "...trying to drain 
through an outlet less than  20 metres wide at  its narrowest."      ( In fact the widest section of the sketch is 
15 metres wide adjacent to the crab apple tree.)   
 g ) The sketch shows peat as being eroded from a strip in the area of  the current plunge pool at the stock 
crossing,  while a residue of peat is shown as a strip on the west side.      Liquid Peat was transported to " a 
principle track"  ( perhaps the current pathway),  but also reached as far as Latchmore Bottom. 
 

( 66 )  The NFHAG Report provides much useful evidence on the hydrogeomorphology of this unique sub-

catchment,   providing  pointers to an important medium term hydrological  feature of its   "flood flow" 
dynamic.    

 

( 67 )   Its total absence from the JBA Report is unacceptable.    If a  proper  hydrological modelling 

assessment is to be made of this sub catchment,  this type of event must be explained and included.         
 

( 67a )  Was it a  totally "freak event" or something that is likely to occur at intervals ?   

( 67b )  The height difference from the basal outflow below Hampton Ridge to the "funnel" is more 

than 10 metres,  with a further similar fall in the valley mire to the crab apple tree constriction point. 

( 67c )  The "natural barrier of ground" directly in front of the valley mire creates an additional 

constraint on the mire, assisting the build-up of vegetation.   Gravity is continuously moving the 
vegetation "downstream" and builds up at the "bottleneck"/ "pinch-point". 

( 67d )  Was there  "rainfall of such ferocity" on an unspecified date in October 2001,    or was the 

event more related to a build up of water  ?   The landform and vegetation at Thompsons Castle point 
towards a   long term build up of mire vegetation at the constriction point over many years ( even 
decades ) which,  with its "sponge effect",   reached a tipping point when any heavier than usual rain 
entered the system ? 

( 67e )  The "catchment" is not large but entirely dependent on the basal outflow below Hampton 

Ridge,  and so individual rainfall episodes are not significant and could not cause such  a "failure" on its 
own .      
Was a "dam" of water built up behind  the mire  at this point - which subsequently failed ?   

 ( 67f )  What flows are predicted from this sub catchment taking full account of its geomorphology ? 



None have been provided in this Report.   Local observations are essential as input to the modelling in 
this complex sub catchment. 

( 67g )  The Thompsons Castle Valley Mire acts in a similar way to a glacial moraine due to the shape 

of the valley.  The landform "barrier" at the bottom  causes a build-up of mire vegetation which over 
many years can build to a size which will again cause a similar event to that which occurred in 2001.        

( 67h )  Are there parallels from research on mud-flows which can suddenly occur as the friction in the 

particles  disappears due to over-saturation,   resulting in catastrophic failure?   
Stakes and heather bales were constructed at this point in 2002,  but had already been destroyed by 
2003.     Similar construction methods are being  proposed,  which clearly do not work,  and a more 
rigorous survey and analysis is essential to justify further works. 

( 67i )  Much of the erosion around this point has been caused by a number of factors : 

slumping of the peat due to gravity ; 
narrowing of the valley;       
erosion by stock, deer frequently crossing here;  
drainage from the eastern side entering at this point,  where there are visible signs of 

                 gulleys.  

( 67j )  One conclusion could be that the lessons learnt from this "October 2001 event" are that the 

key to the avoidance of a similar event is to ensure that a  "steady" flow of water out of the Mire is 
maintained -  particularly in very wet years such as 2012.      All the evidence is that  any attempt to 
"slow the flow" by infilling is just as likely to result in a future catastrophic failure.     

 

( 68 )  The FoL photos 6, 7 , 8 below  illustrate the layout of the valley as described above. 

 

 
 
 
 

 
FoL Photo 6 - Looking up the valley mire towards the 
Thompsons Castle Mire basin,  and Hampton Ridge 
beyond.  
The ground in the foreground of the photo is much 
higher and blocks its route, deflecting the mire to the 
left (west), identified by the pale grass. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FoL Photo No 7  - Looking up the mire (top right) from 
the east bank of the stock crossing.    
This shows the current plunge pool and the very 
narrow valley above it (only 2 metres wide) 
 as it  turns right (east) towards Photo 1 above. 

 
 
 



 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
FoL Photo  No 8  - Looking east ,  with the high ground 
barrier on right which forces the mire west and down 
the narrower valley  towards the camera point,   before 
continuing south. 

 
 
 
 
 

( 69 )  The FoL observations and comments above have been included  to illustrate (before reading on )  

that the JBA Report is not providing a full and accurate description and  analysis of the Thompsons Castle 
Sub-catchment. 
 Further notes are included between the JBA text below,  and  should be more easily appreciated based on 
the Notes above.   
 

 

1.6 Historic channel behaviour  
 
Historic Ordnance Survey mapping of the Latchmore Brook (Figure 1-23) within SSSI Unit 48 and SSSI Unit 28 has been assessed to 
understand past channel movement between the present day and 1871. Throughout SSSI Unit 48 this indicates that the channel has been 
subject to natural movement (although the level of local change shown in the mapping is within the error on the cartography) and 
realignment with major straightening between the 1910 and 1963 map.   Aerial mapping from 1946 (Figure 1-24) suggests that the 
straightening occurred after this date.    
 

( 70 )  The 1946 image does suggest that both channels were being used at this time  -  both the north 

channel (later deepened) and the southern route between the Long Reach and the Shade  were both 
meandering channels.   Unfortunately JBA have not provided any photos of the sections further upstream.     
The photos here  show the benefits there would be to the Paper if such imagery was provided 
everywhere.......   
The image is also interesting as it highlights the development of anastomosed wet woodland at the western end of the reach close to 
Ogdens Bridge.      

( 71 )   One inference is that channel straightening after 1946  has helped provide the conditions for 

anastomosed wet woodland at Ogdens.    Riverine woodland is important,  and already existed in the 
reaches of SSSI Unit 48 above the Shade until the FC cut down the trees ( some illegally) in 2012. 
    
Historic tree clearance predates the 1946 map.     

( 72 )  (Until resumed in 2012.) 
 

Throughout Thompson's Castle SSSI Unit 43 and downstream parts of SSSI Unit 28, the resolution of historic mapping 

and aerial imagery cannot confirm when gullying processes began to occur.   However, it is likely to be linked to the incision within 
Latchmore Brook towards the downstream end, i.e. post 1946 when straightening occurred.     
  

( 73 )  There is no evidence or justification for this last sentence,    so it should not be stated....      

See  FoL point 55 above. 
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Figure 1-23: Historic channel position of Latchmore Brook based on Ordnance Survey mapping. 
 



 
Figure 1-24: Comparison aerial photographs of Latchmore Brook 1946 and 2005. 
 
 

 
 
Review of the earliest available maps for SSSI Units 66 and SSSI Unit 540 that there has not been significant planform change of the 
Latchmore Brook within these SSSI Units that is picked  
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up by the resolution of the available mapping. This is likely to be partly attributable to some of the historic modification to the 
watercourse and floodplain pre-dating the earliest available maps.      

( 74 )  More notable is the point  that such modifications in Units 66 and 540 were done earlier,  as they 

would have been done at the time of "creating" and planting the Inclosures to "improve" the drainage.     
Why has this not been mentioned ?  
 

 

( 75 )  The aerial photo below FoL photo  No 9 (source unspecified)  also shows  what the channels looked 

like in 1947 in the upper half of Unit 48.     This illustrates the importance of showing aerial photography of 
ALL the areas being considered for the "Works" - not just a small section.  
 
 

 
(FoL )  Photo No 9 -   from  27 April 1947   
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2    Modelled Restoration Options  
 
2.1 Latchmore Catchment SSSI Units 540, 66, 48, 43 and 28  
    
A review of the previous modelled restoration options, which included Restoration Option 1 and Restoration Option 2 reported in 
September 2013, have led to two further restoration proposals. The first is an option based entirely on FC restoration measures and the 
second is an option which intends to combine FC restoration measures with the addition of several JBA naturalisation measures.   These as 
well as the Baseline Scenario were outlined as follows in previous reporting:  

 Baseline Scenario: This is the best representation of the current state of the Latchmore Catchment  through SSSI Units 540, 66, 

48, 43 and 28 using LIDAR data which has been edited to represent the current channel and floodplain geometry.    

( 76 )   See FoL comments earlier in the Report  and below,  which show that the existing  (baseline) 

scenario for SSSI Unit 48 and the  Thompsons Castle Sub-catchment described by JBA is inadequate and 
inaccurate.  
 FC restoration option: This combines all restoration measures shown in Figure 2-1, Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3 for SSSI Unit 540, 

SSSI Unit 66 and SSSI Unit 48 respectively.   

 ( 77 )  The effects of SSSI Unit 541 (Sloden) has been ignored which is unacceptable if a "whole river 

scale" assessment is to be made .  

 FC and JBA combined option: This combines FC restored option (Figure 2-1 to Figure 2-3) with additional measures identified by 
JBA (Figure 2-4 to Figure 2-6) including the use of debris dams and additional drain infilling/palaeo reconnection throughout 
SSSI Units 540, 66 and 48.     

( 78a )   If Figure 2-3 is combined with Figure 2-6 for Scenario C,  this is not as stated in Table 2-1. 

                  This is a very important detail of the Study which needs urgent clarification.    
 

( 78b )  The number of Scenarios described in the first paragraph above  is Baseline  + (Option 1 and 

Option 2)   +   2 further proposals  = 5 "Scenarios" .    Yet in Table 2.1 there are only 4 including the 
Baseline.   What has been excluded ?  
  

 

( 79 )  The "History"  and detail of this paragraph  needs further clarification by JBA. 

 

( 80 )  What was reported in September 2013 ? 

 

 The last Report seen by FoL was the " Latchmore Brook Restoration Options Appraisal - Final Report  
- June 2013" which provided flawed modelling for Latchmore Brook below the Inclosures only ( SSSI 
Unit 48) with further proposals for that Unit.   

 There have been no  further "previous modelled restoration options"...reported in September 2013 
-   presented to FoL covering the whole catchment..........  ????     All Reports previously seen are for 
individual sections,  created independently,  with no catchment wide Reports: 

 

 April 2013 Reports  - Unit 48;   Units 43 & 44;  Unit 66,  Unit 540 

 June 2013 Report    - Unit 48  
 

 FC Plan for Islands Thorns dated November 2012 (Map only).       

 ISLANDS THORNS (SOUTH) & AMBERWOOD were approved by the Verderers  in November 2013 
(but no works plan published...)   

 
Following multiple modelled restoration options and corresponding reporting for each SSSI Unit discussed in this report, a holistic set of 
scenarios is provided for the restoration of the whole catchment outlined in Figure 1-1. These options have been merged with scenarios 
identified for SSSI Unit 43 and 28. The restoration scenarios for SSSI Unit 43 and SSSI Unit 28, as well as the baseline scenario and how this 

has been integrated with the modelling undertaken for SSSI Units 540, 66 and 48, are outlined in Table 2-1. An overview of the 
restoration undertaken for Restoration Scenarios B, C and D for SSSI Units 43 and 28 is given in Figure 2-7. 

( 81 )  Where is the explanation as to how  the proposed Thompsons Castle "Works" have been integrated 

with the other Works in 48, 66, and 540 as far as modelling is concerned   ? 



( 82 )   What are the differences between the 3   Restoration Scenarios B, C and D for SSSI Units 43 and 28?  

Figure 2-7 does not appear to show this ?    
 
 
 
Table 2-1: Modelled restoration scenarios 
 

 SSSI Unit 540 SSSI Unit 66 SSSI Unit 48 SSSI Unit 43 and 28 

Baseline 
Scenario A -  

 

 

Existing (unrestored) 
conditions 

Existing (unrestored) 
conditions 

Existing (unrestored) 
conditions 

Existing (unrestored) 
conditions 

Restoration 
Scenario B  
 

FC restoration 
measures following 
those outlined in 
Figure 1-23  
 

FC restoration 
measures following 
those outlined in 
Figure 1-24  
 

FC restoration option 
(remeandering) 
following those outlined 
in Figure 1-23  
 

Restored conditions 
following those 
outlined in Figure 1-29  

 ( 82 )    That 

reference does not 
exist in this document.  
Should it state 
 Fig 2.7 ? 
 

Restoration 
Scenario C  
 

FC restoration 
measures following 
those outlined in 
Figure 1-23 with 
additional JBA 
proposed measures 
following those 
outlined in Figure 1-26  
 

FC restoration 
measures following 
those outlined in 
Figure 1-24 with 
additional JBA 
proposed measures 
following those 
outlined in Figure 1-27  
 

JBA proposed blockage 
(anastomosing) option 
following those outlined 
in Figure 1-28  
 

Restored conditions 
following those 
outlined in Figure 1-29  
 

Restoration 
Scenario D  
 

FC restoration 
measures following 
those outlined in 
Figure 1-23  
 

FC restoration 
measures following 
those outlined in 
Figure 1-24  
 

Existing (unrestored) 
conditions  
 

Restored conditions 
following those 
outlined in Figure 1-29  
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Figure 2-1: FC Restoration measures for SSSI Unit 540 
 

( 83 )   This does not exactly follow the November 2012 FC Plan (which was approved by the Verderers)   - 

so where has this come from ? 
 

( 84 )   The SSSI Boundary for Unit 540  ( the red line from the Key in Figure 2-1 ) is not the actual SSSI 

Boundary - which is much bigger. 

( 84a )   Why has this "boundary been used  ? 

( 84b )   What is this boundary attempting to define ? 
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Figure 2-2: FC Restoration measures for SSSI Unit 66 

 

( 85 )   What Plan does this come from ?   

 
The SSSI Boundary for Unit 540  ( the red line from the Key in Figure 2-2) is not the actual Boundary -which is 
much bigger. 

( 85a )   Why has this "boundary been used  ? 

( 85b )   What is this boundary attempting to define ? 



 
Figure 2-3: FC Restoration measures SSSI Unit 48 
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Figure 2-4: Additional JBA Restoration measures for SSSI Unit 540 (inclusive of those in Figure 1-23) 
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Figure 2-5: Additional JBA Restoration measures for SSSI Unit 66 (inclusive of those in Figure 1-24) 
 

 
Figure 2-6: JBA Restoration measures for SSSI Unit 48, channel blockages to encourage anastomosing 

 

(86)    Table 2-1 suggests that this does not include  any of the FC plans for SSI Unit 48   -  i.e. there is no 

infilling of the existing main channel.     However there is no detailed information on how this will work.  In 
particular whether the  50 metre long debris dams are expected to prevent the water re-occupying the main 
channel,  or just divert some of it onto the floodplain. 
Will the debris dams need to be maintained ? 
How has this Scenario been input into the modelling ?  
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Figure 2-7: Restoration measures for Thompson's Castle SSSI Unit 43 and downstream gully within SSSI Unit 28 
 

 

( 87 )   It has already been commented earlier that the overall depiction of this Sub-catchment should be 

produced on a photomap to show more accurately where these "Drainage features" are located and their 
detailed shape and vegetation.    The coloured "lines" are unnecessarily and unhelpfully  "vague". 
In addition,     the map is also depicted with  "vague" colours relating to  height changes.  This is practically 
useless, other than as a general impression.        

( 88 )    The only detailed information that can be used is that the top to bottom height difference is 46 

metres.        The LIDAR  DTM should have produced an accurate 1 metre contour map.    As indicated above,  
the hydrology is significantly affected by the height differences in the mire,   the valley mire,  and outflows 
down to Latchmore Brook.  A  1 metre level of height contour is essential to provide the necessary 
information of the landform.    Why is that not being used ?     
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2.2 Example restoration analogues  
 
A walkover and audit of the Latchmore Catchment identified several analogue features to use as a reference 
for the proposed restoration measures for the Brook. These have been observed on site along Latchmore 
Brook and illustrate functional hydromorphic units demonstrating the channel and floodplain diversity and 



floristic variability that can be achieved through appropriate naturalisation. It also identified some pressures 
and processes that are described in Figure 2-8 to Figure 2-16. 
 
Figure 2-8: Seepage zone / flush 
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Figure 2-9: Diffuse surface flow network 
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Figure 2-10: Alluviating tributary 
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Figure 2-11: Alluviated main channel 
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Figure 2-12: Cut & fill channel 
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Figure 2-13: Partially connected backwater 
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Figure 2-14: Partially connected Palaeo-channel 
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Figure 2-15: Connected sub-channel 
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Figure 2-16: Disconnected Palaeo-channel 
 

( 89 )   Figures 2.8 to 2.16 are useful as examples of "analogue features" ,  but the key to providing a useful 

baseline is to provide an accurate survey of where these occur across the whole site.     There is no indication 
from the Report that this information has been collected or is available as a Baseline audit ? 
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2.3 Incorporating the restoration measures into the DTM  
 
The measures described below have been incorporated into the modelling process through modifications to the baseline / existing 
Digital Terrain Model (DTM) that represents the existing channel geometry and features.  

 
( 90 )   The reliability of this modelling exercise  cannot be authenticated without quantified information in 

the Report of the " DTM parameters/data"  input into  all the "Models",   including the Baseline.    

( 91 )   What is the density and accuracy of the DTM grid used in the modelling to differentiate between 

the "described" changes in the various Scenarios ? 

( 92 )   Descriptions of measures and  general annotation on the "Works" maps  (similar to Figures 2-1 to 2-

7) are  used by the Forestry Commission to explain its "proposed works" for other sites.     These do not 
provide any meaningful justification for such works,  and are  totally inadequate as a means of explaining 
the parameters used to differentiate the inputs used  in this modelling,  and their location for each Scenario. 
 This must be provided for the   modelling if it  is to be used in  the ES . ) 

 
These have replicated the plans shown in Figure 2-1 to Figure 2-7.    The site walkover attended by both JBA and FC staff helped to inform 
the restoration proposals, reinstated channel geometry and degree of modification.  This included the following (some of which apply to a 
single SSSI Unit and some of which are applicable to multiple SSSI Units):  
 



round levels (assuming removal of embankments) undertaken 
where incision is observed;  
 

 
 

-site measure but generally varies between 200mm to 500mm below existing levels, during 
construction this will be informed by the gravel layer;    

( 93 )    How have the DTM model parameters been input for the different models and complex drainage 

patterns  for the three methods above.  How accurately has this been created  without detailed information 
of the drainage ? 
 

   

( 94 )   Is there any justification for this width other than it is  one excavator bucket wide,   rather than 

specifying what would be the case in a natural stream (ie irregular).   North Slufters provides evidence of this 
unnatural uniformity being used throughout in creating "new" and "restored" meanders.       A uniform 
width of 1.5 metre  needs justifying ?   
 

sent 
embankments).  

  
 
2.3.1 Re-meandering the watercourse via reconnection of palaeo channels  
 
Re-meandering Latchmore Brook throughout SSSI Units 540, 66 and 48 following palaeo channels (where present) will reinstate some 
channel length lost through straightening - helping to reduce incision by decreasing available energy acting in the channel and will create a 
more natural planform.  
Palaeo-channel pathways have been reactivated by infilling the main channel and then excavating the proposed sinuous channel to a 
suitable depth (taken from site measurements) along the length of the new channel route.     

 
( 95 )   The description sounds more like the actual "works methods "  ( "excavating the proposed sinuous channel...." 

rather than how the modelling was created ?   This report should explain the procedures used in the 
modelling to take account of these changes in the DTM based on the different landform of each scenario.    
This Report provides no evidence of the input data used for each Scenario.     
 
2.3.2 Channel infilling  
 
Complete channel infilling (i.e. to top of bank levels) within SSSI Unit 43 and 48 has been undertaken in accordance with restoration plans.    
Within SSSI Unit 43 this has been done   
 

 ( 96 )   "has been undertaken.........has been done...."      This Report should show how this was 

transposed into  the modelling.   
  
to ensure the eroded stream within the valley mire is restored leaving no distinct channel (Figure 2-3).  

 
( 97 )    Figure 2-3  is  " FC Restoration measures SSSI Unit 48" - and is  not related to SSSI Unit 43.      

 
         Within SSSI Units 540, 66 and 48 this has been undertaken to infill between the remeandered channel route and to infill some 
drainage channels in accordance with the restoration plans.       Drainage channel infilling was targeted to help with incision management 
and reduce the speed of delivery of water to the main channel, reducing in-channel energy levels and holding some water back in the 
floodplain which will help to improve groundwater levels. This will help restore a natural flow regime.     
Channels / drains have been filled to top of bank after the removal of any present embankments. The FC approach to this restoration 
measure states that within SSSI Unit 43, infilling and erosion repair is to be undertaken using staked heather bales.    

 
( 98 )   This did not work in 2001/2 - so how is it justified now ?  

 
( 99 )   How are such works justified in SSSI Unit 43 which is in "Favourable condition ?    
 



Within SSSI Unit 540, 66 and 48 infilling will be from a combination of removed embankment material and additional imported material if 
necessary.  

Partial channel infilling has also been undertaken (in the modelling ?) throughout some reaches of SSSI Unit 43 and SSSI Unit 28 

leaving a 1 foot deep channel. This has been undertaken for the heavily incised reaches to improve connectivity with the floodplain and 
restore the channel to a more natural depth.  
 

( 100 )    These proposals for the stream outflow from SSSI Unit 28 are unnecessary and detrimental to the 

SAC species present,  the Southern Damselfly.       

 
( 101 )    Where is the justification that this infilling will have any positive effect on the Mire ?    Removal 

of nick-points are used as one of the justifications for such interventions,    but such removal is at best short-
term and illusory.   A stream of such length will very soon create new nick-points as it naturally readjusts the 
engineered gradient  to its "own" natural profile.       Progression of nick points is normally less than 1 metre 
per year,   and leaving them alone will not have a significant effect on the Mire.  
 

 ( 102 )    How is the "1 foot deep channel"  being created in the modelling, compared with the Baseline 

version  ?   
 
2.3.3 Remove Embankments  
 
Removal of embankments in accordance with the restoration plans for each SSSI Unit will reconnect the floodplain, reducing incision rates 
and improving in-channel hydromorphic conditions. Material from embankments can be used to help infill drains and the main channel.  
In Figure 2-17 and Figure 2-18, the distinctive palaeo channel visible in the baseline LIDAR is disconnected from the main channel. This is 
part of the proposed FC re-meandered route and 
 

( 103 )     Is there any difference in this Report between  "embankments" and "spoil heaps" ?    

Removal of "Spoil heaps"  are mentioned within the FC Plans,  and within SSSI Unit 48 there are no 
embankments  that prevent flooding in high flows.       Most  are very low grade features which have re-
established natural habitats.   Some have helped establish ponds,  one of which,  is  now considered a 
"Priority Pond" and  should not be touched.      Such "embankments"  (or spoil heaps) need to be specifically  
identified and shown precisely on a detailed map. 
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has been reconnected to the present channel through modification to the DTM,  
 

( 104 )    Explain how this has been achieved in the modelling ?   Figure 2-17 provides an example of what 

is possible from the LIDAR in creating a DTM - but the LIDAR is  likely to be a  series of straight line sections,  
of which that is one which happens to cross the channel.     

 
( 105 )     What is the separation between these "cross sections" ?      It is unclear what is the density of 

the DTM grid used,  and how detailed it is to differentiate the Scenarios along the lines of the "descriptions" 
provided in the text.   This will affect the "sensitivity" of the modelling.       Many of the "features" removed 
or partially infilled are "micro features".    The Report needs to show  how these micro features are 
expressed in the DTM and modelling  parameters,  in addition to this "example".   
 
with the present channel being infilled between the upstream and downstream reconnection points.     As shown in Figure 2-17, the result 
of this gives a new meandered channel (Blue line) to a depth of approximately 300mm with the previously embanked existing channel 
(Red line) being infilled to surrounding ground levels and the embankments removed in turn improving floodplain connectivity. The level 
of channel bed excavation was informed by some bed assessment works during the site walkover which identified indicative levels of fine 
sediment infilling on top of the previous gravel bed.    

 
( 106 )    There is no descriptive  text which states  that this detail is used in the modelling.    What has 

happened within the DTM and modelling ?  
 
 



Figure 2-17: Cross section of DTM ( needs to add within Unit 66 ? )  showing Baseline LIDAR (Red) and FC 
restoration option incorporated into DTM (Blue) 
 

 
 

 

( 107 )    Note:    That the red channel is only 0.7 metres deep (compared with general ground level ),  and 

ultimately the difference in  elevation of the new stream bed will be only 20 cms shallower.    How is the  
destruction of the existing habitat justified under these conditions ?     
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Figure 2-18: Example LIDAR showing Baseline DTM (Top) and FC restored DTM (Bottom) for a section of SSSI Unit 66. Blue arrow shows 

where Figure 2-1 cross section is taken.  

( 108 )      Figure 2-1 is in fact "FC Restoration measures for SSSI Unit 540"   on page 25.    

Presumably  it means  Fig 2-17   ?  Another example of the  wrong annotation again. 
 
 

2.3.4 Debris dam installation  
 
These measures have been proposed to provide additional naturalised features that work with the natural processes in the system and 
that could help to improve the sustainability of the restoration proposals in the long term and have been proposed for various locations by 
JBA throughout SSSI Units 540, 66 and 48 and for Restoration Scenario C.  
Debris dams are a restoration measure to assist with incision management along parts of the channel and to aid palaeo channel 
reconnection and improve floodplain connectivity. They are formed from either live or dead large woody debris (LWD). These already 
occur naturally along 
 

( 109 )    How are these debris dams  justified when they are contrary to the wishes of the Verderers 

Court?     Is the proposal that they would   be permanent,  and therefore maintained by the Forestry 
Commission ?  
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the SSSI Units and it is proposed that additional debris dams are used to reduce the risk of further incision in the long term as a result of 
the modified hydrology in the catchment that results in flashy, high energy flows that respond quickly to rainfall. The drainage channels 
that are described below deliver water rapidly to the main channel, increasing flow energy levels and influencing the seasonal flow regime 
with little water held back in the floodplain to provide a suitable baseflow in the summer months.  
Debris dams have been carefully placed in the modelled channel for representation purposes by modification to the DEM in order to 
represent reconnecting palaeo channels.  This would retain the existing channel between the upstream and downstream reconnection 
points to the palaeo channel, which would increase hydromorphological and habitat diversity further. 

( 110 )    The method of  installation of debris dams in the modelling  needs further explanation in the 

Report. 



( 110a )    Figure 2-4 - Unit 540   includes  2 debris dams.  

                        Figure 2-5 -Unit 66   includes 2  debris dams.  
                        Figure 2-6 - Unit 48 uses "Channel Blockages" which are, on average, 50 metres long.     
                         Is this 50 metres of debris dam ?     

 
( 110b )    What does "... in order to represent reconnecting palaeo channels." mean ?   How is this 

achieved in setting up the DTM in the Scenario C ? 

 
( 110c )    The text states ".....this would retain the existing channel between the upstream and 

downstream reconnection points to the palaeo channel.....     This suggests that  the existing channel will 
remain in its current state in this scenario.    It is not clear if this is untouched or partial infill as not 
stated.      How exactly does the water use the palaeo-channels if the existing channel remains ?  

 
 

2.3.5 Drainage channel infilling  
 
Further artificial drains, in addition to those identified in the FC restoration proposals for SSSI Units 540, 66 and 48, have been targeted to 
help with further incision management and reduce the speed of delivery of water to the main channel, reducing in-channel energy levels 
and holding some water back in the floodplain which will help to improve groundwater levels.  

 ( 111 )    These additional targets  need to be clearly identified and differentiated on the much needed 

data input "map".      
 
 
Figure 2-19 shows a cross section of an additional drain targeted to be infilled to top of bank height and surrounding ground levels 
following the JBA & FC restoration options (as part of Restoration Scenario C). This could be achieved in some cases by filling the channel 
with embankment material lining the drains.  

( 112 )    The position of the "blue arrow" in Figure 2-20 (JBA/FC option) does NOT show any difference in 

colour from the Baseline view (both green).     If the 0.5 metre drain has been infilled why is it not a different 
colour,  or does this show that the output is not that accurate ? ) 
  
 As can be seen in Figure 2-20, there are numerous hatch patterns of drainage networks obvious from the LIDAR, therefore, the most  
dominant drains which appear to be channelising flow into the main channel have been targeted based on information from the baseline 
hydraulic modelling.     Due to the high number of drains within the catchment, focus has been placed on those drains that influence 
flow routes the greatest for the purposes of this study.     A long term vision would be to infill all drains.    

( 113 )    This is why it is important to understand  what the quantified effects are of  each  "Scenario" 

covered in this Report compared with the Baseline by producing Tables of  "Flood flow" values for each 
Scenario,  for each Sub-catchment,  and for each SSSI.    

 
( 114 )    "Infilling all drains" needs to be modelled for comparison,  as this will show the large effect of 

these on the flood flows.  
 
Figure 2-20 also shows two (only one annotated) debris dams which have been installed through this section to encourage flow of 

water into the two reasonably well connected palaeo channels on both left and right banks.   

 
( 115 )   It is not clear that there is any additional flow into  so called "palaeo channels" in the bottom 

view  ... ?   The two palaeo channels just above the debris dam  are no more "visible" in the lower view than 
the Baseline view - and there are none below the annotated debris dam.   Immediately downstream of the 
debris dam - still dark green.      This needs clarification.    
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Figure 2-19: Cross section of drain infilled in DTM. Baseline (Red) and JBA & FC restoration option DTM (Green)    

 

 
 

( 116 ) Note:    The profile of the drain is 0.5 metres deep (compared with general ground level).    

                                 From SSSI Unit 66,  but the exact location is not clear. 
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Figure 2-20: Example LIDAR showing Baseline DTM (Top) and FC restored DTM (Bottom) for a section of SSSI 66. Blue arrow shows 

where Figure 1-1 cross section is taken.    

( 117 )     Figure 1 -1 is in fact "Latchmore Brook study area corresponding to SSSI Units 540, 66, 48, 43 and 

28. "   on page 2......Presumably  it means  Fig 2-19   ?   The wrong annotation again. 
 

 

( 118 )   It would be useful to know exactly where this is on, for example  Figure 2-5, or a detailed map.  



 
Note:   The top view of the baseline has  a broad main channel. 
             The bottom view  appears to include complete infill of the stream and creating a meander at the 
               top right. 
 

( 119 ) This aspect of the differences between the 2 views is NOT explained in the JBA text above relating 

to Figure 2-20.        This does require explanation,  as if it is unknown what precise changes have been made 
between  the models  used.   
What is also unclear is what difference the debris dam is making ?  No sign of "anastomising" from this 
view....? 
The text  also states that "....focus has been placed on those drains that influence flow routes the greatest..."   
but there is no evidence in the bottom image what has been changed other than the "one" "drain infilled" 
annotated.  
There is a need to model  another  scenario where all drains are filled.   
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3 Model Simulations and Outputs  
 
3.1 Introduction  
 
The flow of water through the river channel was modelled using JFLOW.    JFLOW is a 2D model which solves depth averaged fluid flow 
equations to model the movement of water over the ground, solving all of the shallow water equations and has been benchmarked 
against other industry standard 2D models commonly used by the Environment Agency (e.g. TUFLOW and InfoWorks). 
 It has been used to predict critical flow paths and local hydraulics associated with the channel, with and without potential restoration 
measures.   Simulations have been used to calculate in-channel and floodplain hydraulic parameters important for ecological functioning 
(flow shear stresses, flow depths, etc.) and sediment transport (unit stream power, shear stresses, peak velocities, etc.). Flows have been 
calculated using approved hydrological, industry standard methods as outlined in the Flood Estimation Handbook (FEH) Handbook.  

 

( 120 )    But see FoL comments on the June 2013 Modelling Report which clearly documents CEH (and 

other academic references)   warning of the "Risks" when not using  comprehensive on-site observations 
and monitoring of flood flows within the catchment.   
Also in FoL comments on FC/LUC Scoping Report (FoL had not received this September 2014 JBA Report at 
that stage....)  
 

( 121 )  Most critically there is no observed data from the Latchmore catchment provided in this Report,   

and the one set of "Outputs"  (Table 3-1 below)  does not appear to "fit" with FoL observed data over the 
past 3 years,  and local residents (including commoners) over many years. 
 

( 122 )  What observations on Latchmore Brook were taken in February 2014 by Cascade (as stated in the 

LUC Scoping Report ?    Does that "fit" this modelling data ? ) 
 
 3.2 Methodology  
 
The revitalised Flood Studies Report / Flood Estimation Handbook (FSR/FEH) rainfall runoff method was used to estimate the 2 year 

return period flow (widely reported as the approximate channel forming flow in temperate alluvial rivers) for the Latchmore Brook.   The 
model predicted a discharge of 6m3/s (Figure 3-1).   

( 123 )   What location is this ?  Presumably Ogdens ?    Why not stated in this paragraph ?   

 The ReFH method was then used to calculate high flows based on the Q2.      Improving confidence in flow calculations could 
only be addressed through some flow gauging and monitoring.    

( 124 )   What is the confidence level when declaring  that there has been  no flow gauging and 

monitoring used in the modelling ?      Where are the "independent checks" ? 
 

( 125 )  As  stated in the FoL comments on the June 2013 JBA Report,   FoL have made simple,  

straightforward observations and monitoring which are easy to do without  a permanent flood gauge.         



 
 If  there are no observed checks on the validity of the modelling output -  it should be stated that the value 
of the data is unproven.       
 

( 126 )   FoL comments should heighten the concern that this modelling exercise is seriously flawed.  )    

 
 Low Flows were provided from Low Flows Estimate Software 2 from Wallingford Hydrosolutions Ltd (CEH).   The range of flows used to 
model the four scenarios are shown below in Table 3-1.  
 
 
Figure 3-1: Two year flow hydrograph based on the revitalised FSR/FEH rainfall runoff method.  

 

 
 
 
 

( 127 )   JBA note below that this is a "simplistic flow" model.    Latchmore Brook is a complex catchment 

with very varied habitat types and drainage systems in different sub-catchments which will have very 
different hydrograph patterns.     For example,  Unit 43/28 mire system is a very different rainfall/runoff 
profile to Unit 540 Inclosure, with its dense drainage which includes herring-bone grid networks. 
 

( 128 )   As FoL commented on the JBA June 2013 Modelling Report: 

The Centre for Ecology & Hydrology,     Flood Estimation Handbook,    Supplementary Report No. 1 
Chapter 5 Application – considerations and limitations includes: 
"5.1 Introduction 
When applying the revitalised FSR/FEH rainfall-runoff method to generate design flood hydrographs it is important to be 
aware of the limitations and possible caveats of the method...... 
 
5.2.3......The ReFH model is a generic rainfall-runoff model and has been found to perform well on a range of different 
catchments. However, it is important to recognise that the statistical analyses linking model parameters to catchment 
descriptors were carried out using a limited number (101) of catchments (see Appendix C). Prediction of model parameters 
and general model performance is increasingly uncertain when applied outside the range represented by the catchments in 

the calibration dataset. Catchment types that are likely to be of particular concern are small 
catchments, urbanised catchments and permeable catchments........" 

 
The limitations of the method when no detailed observation and monitoring is available should be included. 
 

( 129 )    Observation and monitoring is essential for all the main sub-catchments to understand   their 

unique and very different baseline hydrographs,   followed by similar hydrographs for each Scenario.  
 
The Digital Elevation Model (DEM) used for the Latchmore Catchment is a 2D representation of the earth’s surface taken from aerial LIDAR 
survey with heights given at a spatial resolution of 0.5m to a vertical accuracy of 5cm to 10cm.    The bed of the Latchmore Brook is 
picked up across exposed gravels and riffles and from the base of bank profiles.    The DEM, therefore, delineates the exposed floodplain 
and the river channel including all morphologic features well.    



 

( 130 )    There is much more information needed in the Report to show the accuracy of the DEM,  and 

what can be determined from the DEM used in the modelling:  
 

( 130a )   When was the LIDAR taken ?   

( 130b )   Is the DEM  a uniform height grid or a series of detailed LIDAR cross sections widely 

separated ?      

( 130c )  i.e. What does "O.5 m spatial resolution" mean ?       Is it the accuracy of the grid position of 

the height point,    or is it  the distance between adjacent height points in the DEM which will vary 
depending whether it is a uniform grid or series of cross sections ?    

( 130d )  Hence - What planimetric separation is there between  the elevations used in the DEM?  

Is the  vertical accuracy quoted absolute or relative ( to the next point) ? 

( 130e )  What reliability can be given to the height differences between the DEMs used in the 

various Scenarios with this vertical accuracy ? 
   

 
Sub-catchments have been derived using ArcHydro  (seen in Figure 3-2),  

( 131 )  Figure 3-2  is just one part of the much larger Latchmore catchment. 

( 131a )  Why is there not a map of all the Sub-catchments for the whole catchment ?   

( 131b )  Even this Figure has some Latchmore sub-catchments not indicated as included.     

( 131c )  What were all the Sub-catchments "derived"   ? 

( 131d )  What "derived" sub-catchments were used in the modelling,  if different from the  

                  "Whole    river scale catchment" ?     

( 131e )  Was the whole of Sloden included ? 

   
a GIS based tool which defines sub-catchments using LIDAR survey data.   In order to split the total flow calculated for Latchmore Brook, 
calculated at the downstream end of Latchmore Brook (coordinates: 417950, 112350)  

 

( 132 )  Finally identifying OGDENS footbridge area ?  without mentioning the name?  

for the range of flows modelled, into these sub-catchments, a simplistic flow proportional to area methodology was used where the 

flow at the downstream end is equal to the sum of each individual tributary inflow.         

( 133 )  This description implies the calculations were only based on size of sub-catchment and height 

differences,  as nothing else is mentioned and says it is "simplistic".     
There is no mention of vegetation differences (eg Inclosure or mire, or heath....?    or the size, type and 
quantity of drainage channels......??)   

( 133a )  Have these very important variations been included ?   

( 133b )  If not why not ?    

( 133c )  Has Dockens Water data (Moyles Court flood gauge) been used,  as was input into the 

                      JBA  June 2013 Report and LUC Scoping Report ? 
 

( 134 )   As FoL highlight in comments on the June 2013 Report and Scoping Report - Dockens Water 

catchment is very different from  Latchmore which indicate why the flood flow figures do  not match FoL 
observations on Latchmore Brook.       
 
This is based on the following equation: 
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Where:  
 
 



Fc = Flow (m³/s) at Fc (proportional to Area at Ac)  ( confirming only "area" taken into account )  
Fa = Flow (m³/s) at Fa (proportional to Area at Aa)  
Fb = Flow (m³/s) at Fb (proportional to Area at Ab)  
 
 
Flows for all tributaries adjoining the Latchmore Brook catchment were firstly calculated following  this methodology to provide a set of 25 
inflow points through SSSI Units 540, 66 and 48.    
 

 ( 135 )   A map and Table  of these locations and quantities are essential to the completeness and 

understanding of the Report.   
    
Then Thompson's Castle was sub-divided again, as shown in Figure 3-3, in order to represent more accurately the hydrology within the 
Thompson's Castle mire as this was subject to the restoration modelling.     This provides the most reliable way to define sub-catchment 
flows without having detailed flow gauging / monitoring data.  

 

( 136 )     How reliable is this in calculating the hydrology ?    

                      CEH and academic guidance states that this is not a reliable way.  
 
Table 3-1: Modelled flows for Latchmore Brook  

( 137 )   (Where ?  presumably Ogdens ? Why not state this?)  
 

Return frequency  Flow (m³/s)  
Q25 (25 year)  11.5  
Q10 (10 year)  9.5  
Q5 (5 year)  7.9  
Q2 (2 year)  6                 geomorphologically effective flood flow occurring   

                      approximately once every two years. 
q0.1 (0.1% of time)  2.953  
q5 (5% of time)  0.753            strong winter flow occurring 5% of the time 
q10 (10% of time)  0.452  
q25 (25% of time)  0.175  
q50 (50% of time)  0.069  
q75 (75% of time)  0.033           typical summer flow occurring 75% of the time, 
q95 (95% of time)  0.015  
 
 

( 138 )  Table 3-1  figures do not fit with FoL and local "experience". 

 

( 139 )  Although JBA  do not relate the Ogdens 2 year flood flow (Q2) to the June 2013 Report,    

                   the  "results"  are similar.        
                   
                   5.1 cu m/sec at Alderhill in June 2013 Report,  6 cu m/sec at Ogdens in September 2014.       
 

( 140 )  Note: 

 

( 140a )   JBA suggest in the Table that for 75% of the year ( 270 days,  9 months) the maximum flow each 

day at Ogdens -  as typified by a summer flow -  is calculated by the model as   0.033 cu m / sec,   a flow that 
can be hidden in the bed flow.        In practice,   for  most of the year, flows at Latchmore Shade and Ogdens 
are much greater and provide important water for the stock.      
Local observation shows this to be unrealistic.    
 
What are the year-round constant flows out of the Mires alone ? 
The q75  flows equate to flows of only,  for example   3.0 (w) x  0.1  (H) x  0.1 m/sec = 0.03  m3/sec 
                                                                                                  2.0 (w) x 0.05 (H) x  0.3 m/sec = 0.03 m3/sec 
 



 
 
FoL photo No 10 -  8 July 2012  - Ogdens 
footbridge 
 

 
 
FoL photo No 11 -  30 September 2009 - 
Latchmore Shade

( 140b )         JBA suggest that 5% of the year ( 18 days)  the flow is calculated as  0.753 cu m/sec   typified 

by a "Strong" winter flow.  
 
Is this reasonable and representative of the conditions at Ogdens  ?     
For example: 
What is a  "Normal" (but strong ?)  winter flow at Ogdens ? 
Using a range of possible figures: 

3.0 (w) x 0.5   (H) x  0.5 (m/sec)  =  0.753   m3/sec 
3.0 (w) x 0.25(H) x   1.0 (m/sec) =  0.753   m3/sec 
3.0 (w) x 0.5  (H) x   1.0 (m/sec) =  1.5    m3/sec                double the  q5 in Table 3-1 
5.0 (w) x 0.5 (H) x    1.0 (m/sec) =  2.5   m3/sec                 3.33 times the  q5 in Table 3-1 
                                                                                                     Equivalent to the q0.1  in Table 3-1 

 

( 140c )  The lack of "observation" and  monitoring by  JBA   exposes Table 3-1 to questions over its 

reliability compared with the flood flow conditions "on the ground".  
Table 3-1 appears to significantly under-estimate the actual "Latchmore  flood flow regime" .  
The Report must  justify the calculations produced in  Table 3-1. 
 

( 140d )        FoL  have recorded observations to back up local residents (including commoners)  

descriptions  that conclude there are of the order of at least 5 flood flows per year (q0.1) with magnitude of 
the order of 12 cu m/sec ,   four times greater than those calculated in Table 3-1.    
 
At  Ogdens and along SSSI Unit 48,  year round observation indicates that the  return frequency is more 
likely to be the following : 
 

 A  "Normal" (but strong )  winter flow at Ogdens is more likely to be q10 ( ?) 
 
3.0 (w) x 0.5  (H) x   1.0 (m/sec) =  1.5    m3/sec              4  times  the  q10 in Table 3-1 
 
5.0 (w) x 0.5 (H) x    1.0 (m/sec) =  2.5   m3/sec               5.5  times the  q10 in Table 3-1 

 

 For a significant number of  days per year (  q5 -  18 days ? ),   the  flow is even stronger 
 
 3.0 (w) x 1.0  (H) x   2.0 (m/sec) =  6.0    m3/sec              8 times     q5   in Table 3-1 
                13  times   q10 in Table 3-1 
                                                                                                    Equivalent to the Q2  in Table 3-1  
 
5.0 (w) x 1.0 (H)  x    2.0 (m/sec) =  10   m3/sec                22  times the  q10   in Table 3-1 
                                                                                                     Equivalent to Q10  in Table 3-1 



 There are much stronger floods in  this catchment - probably 5 times a year  (equivalent to a q1.4% ) 
which are virtually  impossible to measure at Ogdens because of the widespread flooding at that 
point.      These will be higher than the observations by FoL of 12 cu m/sec taken in the "Long reach" 
section of Unit 48,  as by the time it reaches Ogdens it has added yet more water to the flow..... 

 

 
FoL photo No 12 -  15 January 2015 -  at Ogdens.   
Footbridge (middle distance) during regular flood 
flows.    

 
FoL photo No 13  - 14 February 2014 - 
Ogdens

 

( 140e )  The photos above ( No 10 to 13) are  examples of many of the similar photos at different 

locations on Latchmore Brook,  at different times of year,   and in different years which  cannot just be 
ignored.     
  

( 140f )  How do JBA justify Table 3.1  in relation to  this evidence,  which has already been  reported in 

FoL comments  on the previous JBA June 2013 Report and in comments on the Scoping Report ?      
 
   Figure 3-2: ArcHydro derived sub-catchments for Latchmore Brook 
 

 
 
 

( 141 )  What is the  reason for  some "segments  not being included on this map ?    Why are  Part of the 

Hasley Inclosure segment,   upper section of Sloden,  and the section west of Thompsons Castle outflow  not 
included on the map ? 



 

( 142 )  The Report should provide a similar map covering  the whole catchment to show what is included, 

or excluded from the calculations. 
 

( 143 )  The Report should also provide  for each "sub-catchment" -  the  area and output flows predicted -  

to see how the figures for the  25 inflow points are actually calculated......and add up......  and then how they 
change for each Option.         
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Figure 3-3: Flow calculation schematic diagram for calculating individual inflows for each sub-catchment in SSSI units 43 and 28 
 
 

 
 
 

( 144 )  What was the significance of where the Thompsons Castle's intermediate inflow points were 

chosen and where were they exactly   ?      Why is this not explained ? 

( 144a )  The shape of sub-catchment Fa is unlikely to be representative of the actual Mire and valley 

mire, as it is the wrong shape.   

( 144b )  Fb and Fc are also unlikely representations of the shape of the drainage. 

( 144c )  Where exactly are the locations  of  Fa  and Fb  ?   Not stated anywhere,   and values for each 

scenario would provide important information on the predicted changes in flow for the "proposed 
works" compared with the Baseline.    

( 144d )  What are the values calculated ?  

( 144e )  The Mire is a very different "drainage regime" from heath or other soils/vegetation.... 

                   Are the calculations  just based on area (and topography)  or do they take account of the  
                   habitat ?      
                   

3.3 Hydraulic model output and interpretation  
 
Data outputted from the hydraulic model was used to estimate the probability of lateral channel movement based on a velocity threshold 
for clay dominated cohesive sediment erosion of 1.3m/s determined from the Hjulström curve (Figure 3-4).      The Hjulström curve is a 
graph widely used by geomorphologists to determine critical velocity thresholds that a river will erode, deposit or transport sediment.     It 
is a useful tool to 'predict' the potential for erosion and deposition. However, other local factors should always be considered. 

 

( 145 )  Why is "clay dominated cohesive sediment" chosen as the sole type  ?     

                   This needs explanation to justify. 
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Figure 3-4: The Hjulström curve showing approximate threshold velocity conditions for sediment erosion (a value of 1.3m/s was 
determined at the consolidated silt clay boundary). 
 
 
With respect to unconsolidated sediments the critical threshold for movement (τcr) may be calculated from the Shields entrainment 
function:  
Τcr= 0.045 (ρs-ρw) ρw g Dg (1)  
where ρs = density of sediment (2.65 t/m3), ρw = density of sediment (1.00 t/m3), g = gravitational acceleration (9.81m/s2) and Dg = 
sediment size measured in mm. Given these values τcr ≈ 0.73 Dg. Inverting this relationship reveals that the mobile grain size (mm) for a 
given shear stress is approximately 1.4 τcr.  
With regard to the medium gravel sediments seen in the Latchmore Brook shear stress thresholds between 35-56 N/m2 are used to define 
the onset of erosion, gravel transport and channel change. 
 

( 146 )  What is the reliability and confidence levels of the results based on  the assumptions made ?  
 
 
3.4 Hydraulic character of the current channel  
 
The JFLOW model was run using the 1 in 2 year return period flow  simulated hydrograph using the unmodified DEM of the Latchmore 
study area. The 1 in 2 year flow is considered to be a geomorphologically effective flow (i.e. a flow where you would expect to see some 
channel change / erosion / deposition).    Hydraulic  outputs of flow depth and velocity were recorded and these data were converted to 
shear stress using the duBoys equation:  
Τ= ρw g R S 
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where ρw = density of sediment (1.00 t/m3), g = gravitational acceleration (9.81m/s2), R = hydraulic radius (assumed equivalent to the 
flow depth) and S = water surface slope.  
The modelling approach adopted here utilises good quality LIDAR data within an industry standard 2D flow simulation software package 
(JFLOW) to generate detailed spatial predictions of flow hydraulics.       As such inundation patterns will be reliable.    Prediction of shear 
stress values involves the use of the duBoys equation which is a simplification of more complex hydraulic conditions.    As such the 

patterns of stress levels may be relied upon but the magnitudes may be in error.      This will impact on the potential instability 

predictions and the mapped zones should be taken as indicative only.  
 

( 147 )  As already noted,  FoL observations indicate that the 2 year flood flow values on which these 

results depend are very unreliable.     The "simplification of more complex hydraulic conditions"  add to the 
unreliability of the results.  
 

3.5 Results  
 
For all maps in the following results section, higher resolution interactive .pdf documents have been provided as additional 
Appendices for the whole flow regime simulated for each hydraulic parameter (hydraulic habitats, shear, floodplain inundation / depth 

and velocity). 

 

( 148 )  These  Appendices were sent to FoL in October 2014 as a CD after the presentation on 8 October 

2014. 
 
It is NOT clear what simulation they represent as there are no explanatory  Notes ?     
There is only one simulation for each SSSI 540, 66, 48, and 43/28 for each of the hydraulic parameters 
quoted above ?    
It is not clear if they are related to  the Baseline or one or all of  the  other Scenarios? 
 

( 149 )  These Appendices do not include any "whole river scale catchment" maps,    no full catchment 

map of the 25 sub catchments,    no DEM/DTM outputs to show the location and density of the height data,   
no Tables of the flood flow outputs for the Sub catchments or SSSI Units for the Baseline and 4 Scenarios.  
 
These will be essential to verify   whether the data is appropriate to assess the Scenarios proposed.       
 



 
3.5.1 Baseline Scenario A  
 
Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6 illustrates the hydraulic habitats predicted to be present under current channel conditions through SSSI Unit 540 
and SSSI Unit 66 for a typical summer flow occurring 75% of the time, a strong winter flow occurring 5% of the time and a 
geomorphologically effective flood flow occurring approximately once every two years.  

( 150 )   What are the flood flow values used for these  compared with those for Ogdens (Table 3-1) ? 

( 151 )  How were they calculated ?      

( 152 )  Why is this essential information not included ? 
This provides a baseline for comparison to the further two modelled restoration options.  

( 153 )  What has happened to Scenarios B, C,  and D which equals 3 Scenarios in "Table  2-1: Modelled 

restoration scenarios" ? 
 
 It is clear for SSSI Unit 66 that habitat diversity increases dramatically for winter and flood flows where floodplain / valley bottom habitats 
become active, this is less apparent in the narrower valley SSSI Unit 540.    

 ( 154 )    What is the diversity in the  "habitat" that "increases dramatically..........."  ?     The Report needs to be 

explicit and justify this statement with the details.      " Habitat" and its effect on hydrology have not been 
mentioned before in this Report as part of this modelling exercise.    How has it been taken into account ?  
 
A review of the simulation results for the strong winter flow occurring 5% of the time for SSSI Unit 48  (Figure 3-7) illustrates the already 
varied hydromorphic diversity in this unit under current conditions (Scenario A), particularly in the upper reach but moderately diverse 
throughout.   This is a result of the current moderate levels of floodplain connectivity in this SSSI Unit and reasonable frequent  
inundation of existing palaeo channels under current conditions.    

( 155 )  A remark which is under-stated as whenever there is any rainfall of a few hours,   the whole 

"upper reach" of the Unit 48 floodplain is "inundated",  and Photos 14, 15  illustrate that there is no 
necessity to re-engineer  SSSI Unit 48 which operates naturally already.    
 

 
FoL photo No 14 -  29 April 2012 -Upper reach -  
SSSI Unit 48 -  

 
FoL photo No 15 - 26 December 2013 -  
Upper reach - SSSI Unit 48 
 
 

Figure 3-8 illustrates the hydraulic habitats predicted to be present under current channel conditions (Scenario A) along the length of SSSI 

Unit 43 and SSSI Unit 28 for a typical summer flow occurring 75% of the time (q75%), a strong winter flow occurring 5% of the time 

(q5%)  and a geomorphologically effective flood flow occurring approximately once every two years (Q2).  
It is clear for the upstream section of SSSI Unit 43, within the Valley Mire, habitat diversity is moderate for winter and flood flows where 
floodplain / valley bottom habitats become active as a result of reasonable connectivity with the floodplain i.e. multiple channel paths 
including palaeo channels and additional floodplain units are activated for these flows rather than a single channel route.  

 

( 156 )   What is this saying ?  Where and what is the "upstream section of SSSI Unit 43 ?  



( 157 )  Where are  palaeo channels in the valley mire of Unit 43 ?    A palaeo channel " is a remnant of an 

inactive river or stream channel that has been either filled or buried by younger sediment." 

 
FoL photo No 16  -12 May 2013 - looking across and down the valley mire section of Thompsons Castle Mire 
(Unit43).        Water running on top of the mire surface is a natural feature when the mire is saturated.   This 
is even more evident across Latchmore Mire (Unit 44) as a natural feature.  
 

( 158 )  Where is the floodplain in Unit 43 ( other than the  ground the mire already occupies)  ?         

( 159 )   What are the quantified flows (cu m /sec)   for q75%, q 5%, Q 2 at key points in the Sub-

catchment ?      
 
However, throughout the incised gully downstream of the SSSI Unit 43 boundary within SSSI Unit 28 to the confluence with Latchmore 
Brook, this is less apparent.   

( 160)   Which parts of the  above paragraph  is the reference back to "this" less apparent ?   This needs 

clarifying. 
  Flow is contained within this over-deepened gully channel with no floodplain wetting occurring, providing little diversity in hydraulic 
habitat across the range of flows modelled.     In lower flows, these are mainly dominated by pooled zones and in higher flows, these 
become more active towards higher energy units such as unbroken standing waves.    

 ( 161 )  Where are the examples of "standing waves" occurring in this outflow ? 

 

( 162 )  Local observation here shows that there are very diverse habitats including important dragonfly 

and SAC damselfly colonies which are dependent on the relatively gentle flows prevalent in this  stream  due 
to the impact of the Mire holding runoff and reducing flows compared with other sub-catchments.    
There are important reaches of deep sediments and ideal habitat for Southern damselfly which are featured 
here.     It is not simply an "over-deepened gully channel".      
 
 Please refer to the Appendix A for higher resolution mapping. 
 

( 163 )  As quoted above - These  Appendices were sent to FoL in October 2014 as a CD after the 

presentation on 8 October 2014. 
 
It is NOT clear what simulation they represent ?     
There is only one simulation for each SSSI 540, 66, 48, and 43/28 for each of the hydraulic parameters 
quoted  ?    
It is not clear if they are related to  the Baseline or one or all of  the  other Scenarios? 
 
For example "D1 Hydraulic Habitat output for SSSI Unit 43" shows all views with  an "outflow" to the east at 
the "Crossing Point". 
 



( 164 )  These Appendices do not include any "whole river scale catchment" maps,    no full catchment 

map of the 25 sub catchments,    no DEM/DTM outputs to show the location and density of the height data,   
no Tables of the flood flow outputs for the Sub catchments,  or full catchment map showing the SSSI Units 
and sub-catchments included for the Baseline and 4 Scenarios.  
 
These will be essential to verify   whether the data is appropriate to assess the Scenarios proposed.       
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Figure 3-5: Hydraulic habitat simulation for Latchmore Brook SSSI Unit 540. 

 
( 165 )  This shows Baseline  q75%,  q5%,  Q2 .      None of the SSSI  Unit  Figures  provide information on 

the flood flow values (m3/sec) for the SSSI Unit or the still unknown sub-catchments. 
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Figure 3-6: Hydraulic habitat simulation for Latchmore Brook SSSI Unit 66. 

( 166 )  This shows Baseline  q75%,  q5%,  Q2.       None of the SSSI  Unit  Figures  provide information on 

the flood flow values (m3/sec) for the SSSI Unit or the still unknown sub-catchments.) 
 
 

Figure 3-7: Hydraulic habitat simulation for Latchmore Shade SSSI Unit 48 baseline conditions for a strong winter flow (q5%) 
 

( 167 )  For some reason Figure 3-7 is not just the Baseline simulation (which was provided  for Unit 540 

and 66 above) but only shows     Scenario B, C, D information ( Is this for q5% ? ) .     Consequently there is no 
Baseline simulation for q75% or Q2 illustrated in the Report.   
 Why not ?   
 
    
 

 



( 168 )   Baseline q5%  flood flows calculated by JBA for Ogdens are 0.753  m3/sec.     FoL observation 

indicates that this is a significant underestimate of the volumes and also the floodplain inundation levels for 
SSSI Unit 48 at the actual q 5% return flood flows,  and is therefore NOT a realistic view. 
 

( 169 ) Of immediate Note: 

 Scenario B has significantly less inundation in the reach below Alderhill. 

 Scenario C has additional inundation below Latchmore Shade to Ogdens (both north and south 
banks) when it is not related to any  "Works" described in this area ? 

 Scenario D  appears to change little from the Baseline ? 
 

( 170 )  If this is the only view of SSSI Unit 48 - how does it compare with the similar simulation in the  

                  June 3013 JBA Report ?     
                 There is no equivalent simulation in the June 2013 Report. 
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Figure 3-8: Hydraulic habitat simulation for Thompson's Castle SSSI Unit 43 under baseline conditions 
 

 
 

( 171 ) What are the  m3/sec values of the flood flows for q75%,  q5%,  Q2  ?  which are essential to 

illustrate that the Mire has a significant effect in dampening the flows in higher rainfall conditions compared 
with heath or Inclosure  sub-catchments. 



( 172 )   The "unbroken standing wave" conditions covering the whole of the valley mire section of SSSI 

Unit 43  under Q2 are unlikely.       
 

 Has this been observed by JBA as part of a field study - as specified in the JBA Paper (" Hydraulic Habitat 

and Physical Biotope Mapping -  Claire Bithell and Matthew Hemsworth - JBA Consulting")  
 
See  extract below: 
 
AN FoL Google search produced the following paper -  
" Hydraulic Habitat and Physical Biotope Mapping -  Claire Bithell and Matthew Hemsworth - JBA 
Consulting" : 
 
"Introduction 
Academic studies have revealed strong links between the individual biotope units and aquatic species preferences¹. As such the 
characterisation of existing hydraulic habitat (biotopes) in watercourses is fundamental to providing baseline data on system condition and 
for identifying key issues with contemporary watercourses when compared with natural channel characteristics. 

   
Figure above -  Typical biotope characteristics and hydraulic ranges (Froude number). 

 
 Methodology  
The most common method for collecting biotope data employs a field based methodology involving mapping the extent and variability of 

any hydraulic habitats present based on the characteristics of the water surface (figure 1) on the day of the field survey. This 

survey is accompanied by a coarse velocity area flow gauging at the site to link the habitat pattern to a low flow discharge." 

 
A  Case Study: Whit Beck Hydromorphic Audit   is used in the paper to illustrate the methodology. 
    

( 173 )   The suggestion that "standing waves" occur on the Valley Mire section of Thompsons Castle 

                     Unit 43 needs  further  evidence and justification.       
 

( 174 )   Has this type of Q2 flow with "standing waves" been observed by any local observer ?  

Do such "standing waves occur on Valley Mires with gradients equivalent to Thompsons Castle ? 
 Generally - the Mire dampens any of these effects... ?  
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3.5.2 Comparison of restoration options  
 
A review of the modelled restoration option results for the strong winter flow occurring 5% of the time for SSSI Unit 540  (Figure 3-9) 
illustrates significant improvements in hydraulic habitat diversity under both the FC Option and JBA & FC combined option in comparison 
to the baseline situation with the combined JBA & FC option providing marginal increased floodplain wetting compared to the FC scenario.   
The currently incised, narrow valley unit is improved through the activation of many additional palaeo channels and the floodplain 
connectivity is improved significantly by increased floodplain wetting.     Statistics, graphs and figures throughout this section of the 
report all validate these findings i.e. increased area of inundation can be seen in the maps (Figure 3-9) and in the graph in Figure 3-12. 
This improved connectivity to palaeo channels and the floodplain increases hydromorphological and habitat diversity by providing more 
variable flow dynamics. Shear stress within the channel is also reduced, providing increased heterogeneity of flows and hydraulic habitats 
(e.g. lower energy hydraulic habitat units such as pools situated between higher energy units such as riffles) and therefore influences on 
the sediment regime. Through restoration and addressing the wider drainage issue in the system, flows will be moderated and less 
energetic in the channel, meaning the morphology will be less controlled by high energy flood events in the longer term. 

 

( 175 )   The  Figures below for Hydraulic Habitat simulation   do not include any  for Unit 48....    

 Are JBA assuming they  are the same as they  were in the June 2013 Report ?   Not stated.....!!! 
 

( 176 )   Why should they be the same ?   With the addition  of upstream modelling this time it should 

have different effects from the June 2013 Report  ....???? 
 

( 177 )   What are the Quantified flood flow outputs compared with the sub-catchment "Baselines"  which 

are far more relevant to show the effect of any Options. 
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Figure 3-9: Hydraulic habitat simulation for Latchmore Brook SSSI Unit 540 under baseline, FC restoration options and JBA & FC 

combined options scenarios for a strong winter flow (q5%). 
 

 
 

( 178 )      Where are the local  observations and monitoring on this area ? 
 



A review of the simulation results for the strong winter flow occurring 5% of the time for SSSI Unit 66   (Figure 3-10) illustrates significant 
improvements to hydraulic habitat diversity through the whole unit with these improvements being greater in the upper narrow valley 
section of the unit where significant straightening and poor floodplain connectivity presently exists. Throughout, 
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additional palaeo channels and floodplain units are activated under both restoration options with a marginal increase occurring under the 
JBA & FC combined option compared to the FC option alone but both significantly improving on the baseline conditions.  
 
Figure 3-10: Hydraulic  habitat simulation for Latchmore Brook SSSI Unit 66 under baseline, FC restoration options and JBA & FC combined 
options scenarios for a strong winter flow (q5%). 

 
 

 ( 179 )   What  are the definitions  and values ranges of the "biotopes" which are only quoted in the text 

in general terms  ?     Are they as specified in " Hydraulic Habitat and Physical Biotope Mapping -  Claire 

Bithell and Matthew Hemsworth - JBA Consulting"   ? 

  
Figure 3-11 is the sum of the percentage area probability of each biotope occurring each day under a particular flow event.   The graphs 
illustrate how the distribution of hydraulic habitats varies for SSSI Unit 66 and 540 for baseline conditions (Restoration Scenario A),   FC 
proposed restoration measures (Restoration Scenario B and D) and FC and JBA combined restoration measures (Restoration Scenario C). 
The results are integrated across the whole flow regime utilising data from all of the flow simulations to reveal an overall picture for each 
SSSI Unit. All restoration options improve hydromorphological and habitat diversity over existing conditions i.e. results from the 
restoration options are less skewed than the current / baseline simulation for example there is a bigger range of habitats present rather 
than one or two habitats dominating. There is an overall increase in hydraulic habitat diversity for both restoration options as a result of 
the increased wetted area through remeandering and improved floodplain wetting.  

A similar pattern is revealed for floodplain inundation (Figure 3-11)  (Presumably should read Figure 3-12 ? )  with the 

Restoration Scenario C (previously JBA & FC combined restoration scenario represented by the green bar) generating marginally 

improved connectivity than Restoration Scenario B and D (previously FC restoration and both represented by the red bars), however, both 
significantly improve connectivity in comparison with the current / baseline situation. This is particularly notable under lower flow 
conditions.  

( 180 )    There is no visible difference in the bars (red and green) in Figure 3-12.     

                     How is even "Marginally improved ..."  justified ?  
 
Figure 3-11 (Presumably should read Figure 3-12 ? )  shows the percentage area of floodplain inundation at each given flow 

(area of channel and floodplain divided by the area of just the floodplain multiplied by 100).    

( 181)    Not clear that this formula provides the stated results in the Title of Figure 3-12  ? 

                  % area of floodplain inundation for a given Scenario =  (floodplain area inundated/Total floodplain 
        area) x  100 
  
                 The formula quoted  in the brackets above will always give a result greater than 100% ? 
 
The results show the percentage area of floodplain permanently inundated across each flow regime compared to the main channel area 
alone under existing conditions. 

( 182 )    This last sentence above appears to be a totally different percentage ?   

                      This needs clarification.                 
 



 Hence the conclusion of improved floodplain 
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connectivity for all flows. For the lowest flows this increased floodplain area includes additional palaeo units which are now activated, 
these were previously considered a feature of the floodplain.  
The introduction of debris dams improves connectivity to the floodplain as well as providing a check on the risk of future incision in the 
restored channel. Infilling of significant drains will help to restore a more naturalised flow and hydrological regime in the catchment, 
reducing the risk of future incision in the restored channel and providing improved base flows during the summer months to reduce the 
risk of the channel drying out as occurs at present.    

 

( 183 )    It is still necessary  to see the geographical extent of the additional floodplain altered  by each 

Scenario - which should be a simple map to produce.    Why is it not included already ? 
 

Figure 3-11: Hydraulic habitat composition for the Latchmore Brook SSSI Units 540 and 66 for Baseline (blue), FC restoration options 

(red) and FC & JBA combined options (green) scenarios integrated across the full flow regime. 
 

 
 

Figure 3-12: Flow inundation percentage prediction for the Latchmore Brook SSSI Units 540 and 66 for Baseline (blue), FC restoration 

options (red) and FC & JBA combined options(green) illustrated across the full flow regime. 
 

 
 
A review of the modelled restoration option results, Restoration Scenarios B, C and D (as described in Section 2),      compared with the 
baseline conditions, Scenario A, for the strong winter flow occurring 5% of the time for SSSI Unit 43 and SSSI Unit 28 (Figure 3-13) 
illustrates improvements in hydraulic habitat diversity under restored conditions for all three scenarios in comparison to the existing 
situation (this is because the restoration of SSSI Unit 43 and SSSI Unit 28, aside from the connection of SSSI Unit 28 with SSSI Unit 48 for 
Restoration Scenario D, is broadly the same across the 3 restoration options). 

 

( 184 )      Is it really  "broadly the same " or exactly the same ?   

 

( 185 )     In what ways are Scenarios B, C, and D different   ".. aside from the connection of SSSI Unit 28 with SSSI Unit 

48 for Restoration Scenario D...."   in Table 2-1  ?   They all state " Restored conditions following those outlined in 
Figure 1-29 "   (Figure 1-29  does not exist in this document. )    
What are the differences in outcomes between B, C, D in the Figures ?    Are  they  the same as far as the 
"Works" are concerned -  or if not they need to be clearly explained.       



 In SSSI Unit 28,  there is no indication in the text of any differences in  "Stream infill"  and there is no 
possibility of "creating meanders" to lengthen the stream.        
 

( 186 )    Figure 2.7   describes the "Works" at and above  the "Crossing point"  as the "Mapped Gulley" 

section - "Same as Unmapped Gully " -   " Incised narrow channel.   Bed levels should be raised to leave a 1 ft 
deep channel"  )    
By  viewing throughout the year on site,   the topography of  this "Crossing Point" would only  create the 
outflows shown in Scenarios B, C, D below this point by  "MAJOR" re-landscaping at the Crossing Point and 
above .   
What are the data changes in the DTM used in the modelling at this point ? 
 

( 187 )  This reforming needs a clear site design plan in order that no-one is in any doubt as to what  is 

being proposed. 
 

( 188 )    The flow from Thompsons Castle Mire is 365 days a year down to Latchmore Brook and will not 

change as a result of  the "works".    Partial infilling of the stream through Unit 28 will  not significantly 
increase the wetting of any "floodplain" as it is a narrow valley;    " nick points" will reappear as the profile 
is forced to readjust after the "works" are completed;     while  the "wetting" of the "Lawn" will only occur 
with major landform engineering  where there are SAC species already present. 
 Where are the flow predictions for these Scenarios ? 
 

( 189 )    What is the extent of the floodplain in this valley  which determines the Figure 3-17 bar-chart ? 

                        This  needs further evidence presented in the Report,  on a map. 
      
The currently incised valley mire to stream transition unit, below the SSSI Unit 43 boundary within SSSI Unit 28, shows significantly 
improved floodplain connectivity through increased floodplain wetting across all flows.  Some of this water which enters the floodplain will 
eventually return to the channel as the water levels recede across all flows, with the exception of local pockets of standing water left in 
hollows and depressions.        Statistics, graphs and figures derived from JFLOW modelling outputs validate these findings e.g. an increased 
area of floodplain inundation can be seen in the map (Figure 3-13 and Figure 3-14) and in the graph in Figure 3-15 where there is 
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between a 15% increase for the Q25 flow and up to a 40% increase in lower flows for all Restoration Scenarios compared to baseline 
conditions.  
 

( 190 )    The expansion of the  "floodplain connectivity " in Figure 3-13 is predominantly (possibly totally)  

as a result of what must be MAJOR works at the footpath "Crossing point".       
Any Works at this point need to be fully described and large-scale site plans produced to show what is 
proposed,  and how they are introduced into the modelling DTM.     
Any Works  will have a significant effect on the existing SAC species in this stream.  
 

( 191 )     Important information is missing from the Report without: 

 The extent of the floodplain in this valley   
 The number of inundations per year.   
 The flood flow outputs at Fa, Fb, and Fc (Figure 3-3) for different return periods.     

 
 Local experience shows that the water flows into Latchmore Brook are relatively subdued, even during and 
after heavy rain,  because the mire holds back such a significant proportion of runoff.     ) 
 
 This improved connectivity to the floodplain increases hydromorphological and habitat diversity by providing more variable flow 
dynamics. Shear stress within the channel is also reduced, providing increased heterogeneity of flows and hydraulic habitats (e.g. lower 
energy hydraulic habitat units such as pools situated between higher energy units such as riffles) and therefore influences on the sediment 
regime.  

The difference between the three Restoration Scenarios, B, C and D, within SSSI Unit 43 and 28  is minimal  as the same measures have 

been modelled throughout the reach.   At the confluence with Latchmore Brook, where differing restoration measures within SSSI Unit 48 
are impacting upon the lower lawn area of SSSI Unit 28, there is some variation in habitat and floodplain wetting (Figure 3-14).  
 



Restoration Scenario B, which includes the remeandering restoration measure along Latchmore Brook SSSI Unit 48, increases floodplain 
wetting around the confluence of Thompson's Castle and Latchmore Brook as the position of the remeandered channel route is causing 
more out of bank flow to the north of Latchmore Brook at this location in addition to increased out of bank flow caused by this Scenario 
due to loss of channel capacity from a shallower remeandered channel.  

 

( 192 ) The paragraphs above do not  explain how or why Scenario B  outcomes within both 

                   Unit 28 and 48  are arrived at in  Figure 3-14 :   

( 192a ) The "re-meandering" in this reach is "South" of the existing channel,  and it is unclear 

how this can cause increased " out of bank flow to the north"   ?  

( 192b ) Scenario B (FC proposed restoration measures)  involves complete infilling of the 

existing Latchmore Brook channel but  still appears to "flow" as for Scenario A (Baseline) 
  in Figure 3-14 ? 

( 192c ) Why is there  only "blue " (No flow strength) in the middle section of the existing Unit 

28  channel in Scenario B ?    Has this been infilled ?    If so why ?  

( 192d ) The  use of  the "occupied" channel across the triangle in Scenario B  needs 

explanation. Why is the eastern channel abandoned ?  

( 192e )   What is happening with the western (north/south) channel  which is still blue in 

Figure 3-14,  but has red Shear in Figure 3-23 ?   
    

 

( 193 )  Figure 3-13 shows (at smaller scale) where the water flow  at the top right in Figure 3-14 of 

Scenarios B, C, D  flows from.   The   Red splash in Figure 3-13 at the footpath crossing point shows a 
significant increase in size for Scenarios B, C, D.  
 However, the information provided does not explain what is really happening at the complex pathway 
"Crossing Point" and below,   to provide these results.    
 

( 193a )  Large scale contour maps from the DTM are essential for Scenarios A and B to illustrate the way 

                      the "Landform" has  been changed in B.     

( 193b )  What parameters involving "re-engineering" the landforms at this point have been used in the 

                       modelling ?  
  
Restoration Scenario C, using debris dams to create blockages and further encourage anastomosing channel development and infilling of 
the existing channel and re-directing flow through the proposed meander route within SSSI Unit 48, improves Restoration Scenario B 
habitat diversity further, activating several additional floodplain units as can be observed from the increase in extent of coverage and the 
vast increase in colour variation representing the classification of hydraulic habitats present.   The anastomosing using the restoration 
measure of channel blockage, is causing more out of bank flow to the south of Latchmore Brook but the out of bank flow remains less than 
that of Restoration Scenario B due to less channel capacity being lost through these measures.  
Restoration Scenario D shows no additional floodplain wetting than Restoration Scenario C within SSSI Unit 43, 28 and 48. 
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Figure 3-13: Hydraulic habitat simulation for Thompson's Castle SSSI Unit 43 under baseline conditions for a strong winter flow (q5%)  

( 194 )  Again this  Figure Title does not describe what is in the Figure itself.          

                   ( 194a )   Is Scenario A  as shown in Fig 3.8 ?     

                   ( 194b )    Are the Scenarios B, C, D for the same flow (q5%) ?       

                   ( 194c )     Are the views under just one "Works" scenario on Thompsons Castle stream, 

                                          and  independent from any modelling input from Unit 48 ?   
 
But at the bottom of  page  55   the text states:       "A review of the modelled restoration option results, Restoration 

Scenarios B, C and D (as described in Section 2),      compared with the baseline conditions, Scenario A, for the strong winter flow 
occurring 5% of the time for SSSI Unit 43 and SSSI Unit 28 (Figure 3-13) illustrates improvements in hydraulic habitat diversity under 
restored conditions for all three scenarios in comparison to the existing situation (this is because the restoration of SSSI Unit 43 and SSSI 

Unit 28, aside from the connection of SSSI Unit 28 with SSSI Unit 48 for Restoration Scenario D, is broadly the same 

across the 3 restoration options)."    

( 194d )     This implies Restoration Scenario D does involve modelling  from Unit 48. 



It would  therefore  expect to show a different result in  Figure 3-13 - but in fact they are the same....? 
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Figure 3-14: Hydraulic habitat simulation for Thompson's Castle SSSI Unit 43 confluence with Latchmore Brook Unit 48 under baseline 
conditions for a strong winter flow (q5%) 

 
( 195 )     Again this  Figure Title does not describe what is in the Figure itself.          

 
( 196 )   Is  Figure 3-14 derived from data equivalent to the integration of adding in the q5% baseline flow  

                   along Latchmore Brook in Fig 3.7 to  Fig 3.8 for Unit 43/28 ? 
                   (Figure 3-7 and 3-8 have been  published at too small  a scale to  determine the detail.) 



 

( 197 )   As commented above - with an incomplete picture to the north of Figure 3-14 .....it is 

unexplained how  Scenarios  B, C, D   overspill to the  east at the top of the diagram, which is critical 
information. 
 
FoL (192) is again copied here as it is also relevant to Figure 3-14:   
 

( 192 ) The paragraphs above do not  explain how or why Scenario B  outcomes within both 
                   Unit 28 and 48  are arrived at in  Figure 3-14 :   
( 192a ) The "re-meandering" in this reach is "South" of the existing channel,  and it is unclear how this can cause 
increased " out of bank flow to the north"   ?  
( 192b )  Scenario B (FC proposed restoration measures)  involves complete infilling of the existing Latchmore Brook 
channel but  still appears to "flow" as for Scenario A (Baseline)   in Figure 3-14 ? 
( 192c ) Why is there  only "blue " (No flow strength) in the middle section of the existing Unit 28  channel in Scenario B ?    
Has this been infilled ?    If so why ?  
( 192d ) The  use of  the "occupied" channel across the triangle in Scenario B  needs explanation.     Why is the eastern 
channel abandoned ?     
( 192e )   What is happening with the western (north/south) channel  which is still blue in Figure 3-14,  but has red Shear 
in Figure 3-23 ?   



( 198 )   There are 16 simulations in the Appendices,  but only 3 for SSSI Unit 43  are commented on here,  

as  examples: 
 
The additional Appendix D-1 for Hydraulic Habitat for SSSI Unit 43 and 28  has a  Title of "Flow Strength (Fr)" 
in the Key,  but does not provide any commentary as to what "simulation" it is showing.   
As it cannot be "paused" it is impossible to assess it, except for the final view. 
 

( 199 )  In the Appendix D-1  simulation, it is surprising that the final view  ends with a number of 

differences from those shown in Figure 3-13: 
 

 
 
In Figure 3-13 the "major outflow" is from a point 
50 metres below the "Crossing Point". 
 

 
 
In Appendix D-1 the "major outflow" is clearly at 
the "Crossing Point". 

Why are there differences which have not been explained in the main text of the Report ? 
 

( 200 )  In the Appendix D-1  simulation, it is surprising that 

 

 
In Figure 3-14 there is no Hydraulic Habitat 
output in the north/south and lower east 
channels. 

 
In Appendix D-1 the Hydraulic Habitat output is 

present in all channels.

 
Why are there differences which have not been explained in the main text of the Report ? 
 



( 201 )  The values/colours used in the Key for "Appendix D-3 Inundation Output for SSSI Unit 43/28" are 

also significantly different from the only section of Unit 43/28 illustrated in the Report - Figure 3-25: 
 

 
 
Figure 3-25 Key 
Depth covered 0.0 to > 100 mm 
 

 
 
Appendix D-3 Key    
Depth covered - 0.0 to > 0.5 metres

 ( 201 a)   Figure 3-25 only have a range of 10 cms, while Appendix D-3 has a rangeof FIVE  times that ?       

                         These differences in the use of colour for the same attributes is misleading, and should be  
                         consistent.   
( 201b )     
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Appendix D-3 Inundation Output simulates a 
significant change of channel route ( at the top of 
the photo),  above the "Crossing Point". 
 
There is not a similar feature on the Scenario B 
Hydraulic Habitat Figure 3-13.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This area is an important damselfly habitat 
including Southern Damselfly

 

( 201b cont. )    Why are there differences which have not been explained in the main text of the 

Report ? 
  
( 201c)     Further explanation  is needed for all the Appendices and their differences from the Figures 

                        published  in the Report.  
 
 



Figure 3-15 and Figure 3-16 show the sum of the percentage area probability of each biotope occurring each day under a particular flow 
event.    

( 202)   This needs  a clear explanation of how  the  "biotopes" predicted are assessed,  and their 

definition/description.     
In particular,   how does it compare with " Hydraulic Habitat and Physical Biotope Mapping -  Claire Bithell 

and Matthew Hemsworth - JBA Consulting"   quoted in (168) ? 
 
That Paper  results in the sum of the % probabilities equalling 100% -  as expected. 
 
Figure 3-15 does not do that: 
For example,    Sum of %ages  for the Baseline = 31 %  
                            Sum of %ages  for Scenario B    = 56 %   only                   
 
Why are the Sum of  %ages in Figure 3-15    not 100% as illustrated in " Hydraulic Habitat and Physical 
Biotope Mapping -  Claire Bithell and Matthew Hemsworth - JBA Consulting"   where the "Pool" flow 
strength is from "zero" -  0.04 (Froude number) .           
 
There are no days  where there is no flow on  SSSI Unit 43/28. 
All Scenarios should sum to 100%,  while the distribution of Pool, Glide, Riffle, Run, Rapid, Chute will vary ?    
 
 
The results are integrated across the whole flow 
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regime utilising data from all of the flow simulations to reveal an overall picture for each SSSI Unit.    The graphs illustrate how the 
distribution of hydraulic  habitats varies within SSSI Units 43 and 28 combined and SSSI Unit 48 under Baseline and Restored Scenarios.   
There is an overall increase in hydraulic habitat diversity for Restoration Scenarios B, C and D in SSSI Units 43 and downstream 28 and in 
Restoration Scenarios B and C in SSSI Unit 48 as a result of the increased wetted area through remeandering and improved floodplain 
wetting.   Similarly, they improve hydromorphological and habitat diversity over existing conditions i.e. results from the restoration 
options are less skewed than the current / baseline situation, for example there is a general increase in lower energy biotopes present 
such as pools and glides which will assist in helping to stabilise areas where incision has / is occurring.     

( 203)   But "unbroken Standing Waves" (Run) are also increasing in Figure 3-15.   Why ?  
Restoration Scenario D within SSSI Unit 48 shows no further improvements in terms of hydraulic habitats than the baseline conditions, 
Scenario A, revealing that restoration in SSSI Unit 43 and downstream SSSI Unit 28 alone does not significantly impact upon this within the 
receiving Latchmore Brook.  
 
A similar pattern is revealed for floodplain inundation (Figure 3-17 to Figure 3-18) with Restoration Scenarios B, C and D within SSSI Unit 
43 and downstream SSSI Unit 28 and for Restoration Scenarios B and C within SSSI Unit 48 generating significantly improved floodplain 
connectivity in comparison with the baseline situation (Scenario A). This is particularly notable under lower flow conditions where there is 
up to 50% more floodplain inundation within SSSI Unit 43 and downstream SSSI Unit 28 and up to 20% more floodplain inundation within 
SSSI Unit 48.   

( 204)    This increases in Figure 3-17  is partly due to filling in the stream channel,  destroying the existing 

habitat (in a similar way to Ditchend in 2014 ),  but the Figures and Appendix D -3 show that it is mainly due 
to the major engineering works which are unspecified,  but must be taking place at the pathway "Crossing 
Point".  
 

( 205)    In fact Figure 3-17  does not  suggest that "under lower flow conditions ..... there is up to 50% more floodplain 

inundation within SSSI Unit 43 and downstream SSSI Unit 28"  -  it shows that at lower  flows ( say q25),   the  percentage 
of floodplain inundation increases from a Baseline of 15% to 50% of the floodplain in Scenario B, C, D  -  an 
increase of  233%. 
At no point does  the Report indicate the topographic extent of the  floodplain,   which makes 100%.    A 
map of where the additional 25% not reached by Scenario B ( Q25) would be useful. 
  
 Restoration Scenario D within SSSI Unit 48 shows no further improvement from the baseline situation and if left as is then probable 
deterioration in the condition of the SSSI Unit will occur in the long term as a result of the risk of further incision.   
 
 
 



Figure 3-17 and Figure 3-18 show the percentage area of floodplain inundation at each given flow (area of channel and floodplain divided 
by the area of just the floodplain multiplied by 100).  
 

( 206)    As for Figures 3-12 ,  the formula  for Figures 3-17 and 3-18  needs  clarification, and (181) and 

(182)  are repeated here: 
 

( 181 )    Not clear that this formula provides the stated results in the Title of Figure 3-12  ? 
                  % area of floodplain inundation for a given Scenario =  (floodplain area inundated/Total  
                                                                                                                       floodplain area) x  100 
  
                 The formula quoted  in the brackets above will always give a result greater than 100% ? 

 
The results show the percentage area of floodplain inundated across each flow regime compared to the main channel area alone under 
existing conditions.    

( 182 )    This last sentence above appears to be a totally different percentage ?   
                      This needs clarification.                 

 
Hence the conclusion of improved floodplain connectivity under all flow regimes.  
For the lowest flows this increased floodplain area includes additional palaeo channels which are now activated (SSSI Unit 48 only), these 
were previously considered a feature of the floodplain.  
 
The introduction of debris dams within SSSI Unit 48 (Restoration Scenario C, JBA preferred option for SSSI Unit 48) improves connectivity 
to the floodplain as well as providing a check on the risk of future incision in the restored channel.    

( 207)     How will these debris dams be maintained - otherwise will "future incision"  still take place ?    

 Infilling of significant drains  (which drains  ?)   will help to restore a more naturalised flow and hydrological regime in the catchment, 

reducing the risk of future incision in the restored channel and providing improved base flows during the summer months to reduce the 
risk of the channel drying out as occurs at present.    

( 208)     This is an important comment in the Report which requires evidence that it is correct.     

  
 In fact,  there is a significant likelihood of "future incision in the restored channel" because the evidence 

from  other  HLS  "Works"  is that  a "less" naturalised flow has been created by  infilling the main channel,  

causing major erosion of the imported hoggin and clay which is transported downstream.           
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The bar charts below  do not copy directly - so photos are  included below for Figures 3-15 to  3-17. 
 
Figure 3-15: Hydraulic habitat composition for the Thompson's Castle SSSI Unit 43 and SSSI Unit 28 for Baseline / Scenario A (blue), 

Scenario B (red), Scenario C (Green) and Scenario D (purple) illustrated across the full flow regime. 
 

 
 

( 209)     FoL point (197) is repeated here : 
 
( 197)   This needs  a clear explanation of how  the  "biotopes" predicted are assessed,  and their definition/description.    
In particular,   how does it compare with " Hydraulic Habitat and Physical Biotope Mapping -  Claire Bithell and Matthew 
Hemsworth - JBA Consulting"   quoted in (168) ? 
 

That Paper  results in the sum of the % probabilities equalling 100% -  as expected. 



 
Figure 3-15 does not do that: 
For example,    Sum of %ages  for the Baseline = 31 %  
                            Sum of %ages  for Scenario B    = 56 %   only                   
 
Why are the Sum of  %ages in Figure 3-15    not 100% as illustrated in " Hydraulic Habitat and Physical Biotope Mapping -  
Claire Bithell and Matthew Hemsworth - JBA Consulting"   where the "Pool" flow strength is from "zero" -  0.04 (Froude 
number) .           
 

There are no days  where there is no flow on  SSSI Unit 43/28. 
All Scenarios should sum to 100%,  while the distribution of Pool, Glide, Riffle, Run, Rapid, Chute 
will vary ?    

 
Figure 3-16: Hydraulic habitat composition for the Latchmore Shade SSSI Unit 48 for Scenario A (blue), Scenario B (red), Scenario C 

(Green) and Scenario D (purple) illustrated across the full flow regime. 
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Figure 3-17: Flow inundation percentage prediction for the Thompson's Castle SSSI Unit 43 and SSSI Unit 28 for Baseline / Scenario A 

(blue), Scenario B (red), Scenario C (Green) and Scenario D (purple) illustrated across the full flow regime. 
 

 
 

( 210)     As for Figures 3-12 ,  the formula  for Figures 3-17 and 3-18  needs  clarification, and (181) and 

(182)  are repeated here: 
( 181 ) Not clear that this formula provides the stated results in the Title of Figures 3-12, 3-17,  
             3-18? 
              % area of floodplain inundation for a given Scenario =  (floodplain area inundated/Total  
                                                                                                                       floodplain area) x  100 
 
  ( 182 )    The sentence " The results show the percentage area of floodplain inundated across each flow regime 
                       compared to the main channel area alone under existing conditions."    appears to be a totally different 
                    percentage ?   
                   This needs clarification.   
                
                  The formula quoted  in the brackets above will always give a result greater than 100% ? 

 



 

( 211)     Figure 3-17  suggests that  5% of the year (18 days)   q5  -  the " Percentage of Baseline floodplain 

inundation for SSSI Unit 43/28"   is  28 %.      This increases to 60% ( with slight variation) for Scenario B, C, D.   
 

( 211a)     What is the extent of the "potential floodplain" identified here for this calculation ? 

 

 ( 211b)     Why do the B, C, D values differ if there is only one  "Works" option  under consideration in 

                          the text in  Table 2-1 ?    
 
 

Figure 3-18: Flow inundation percentage prediction for the Latchmore Shade SSSI Unit 48 for Scenario A (blue), Scenario B (red), 

Scenario C (Green) and Scenario D (purple) illustrated across the full flow regime. 
 
Calculation of the flow integrated shear stress exceeding the general threshold for channel change may also be calculated from the 
hydraulic outputs (Figure 3-19, Figure 3-20, Figure 3-21 and Figure 3-22). This describes the critical shear stress value calculated, above 
which we would expect to see channel change occurring. This has been based on the dominant sediment types and characteristics specific 
to the Latchmore study area. This is the probability percentage of shear exceeding the critical threshold so the higher the probability, 
the more chance there is of erosion / channel change occurring under a particular flow event.      It is immediately clear for the 
Latchmore Brook SSSI Unit 540, 66 and 48 that although bigger flood flows occur they are extremely infrequent compared with lower 
return period events,  as such whilst flood flows may cause periodic 
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dramatic change it is the more frequent flows that are acting to do the most work on the channel overall, these being the high winter 
events and above.    

 
( 212)     Is there some profound meaning in the last sentence ?   Does this need clarification, 

simplification,  or deleting ? 
   
Throughout SSSI Units 540 and 66, the results show a significant reduction in potential channel change as a result of Restoration Scenario 
B and D (previously FC restoration and both represented by the red bars) and Restoration Scenario C (previously JBA & FC combined 
restoration scenario represented by the green bar) as flows are distributed across the floodplain rather than remaining concentrated in 
the principal channels that will provide longer term dynamic stability for the system.  
 
 

Figure 3-19: Excess shear stress predictions for the Latchmore Brook SSSI Units 540 and 66 for Baseline (blue), FC restoration options 

(red) and FC & JBA combined options (green) illustrated across the full flow regime. 

 

 
 

( 213)    Text for this Figure should explain why there are no "bars" for the Q range.     This is most 

important to understand for Fig 3-20    SSSI Unit 43 and 28 -  see below. 
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Throughout SSSI Unit 43 and downstream SSSI Unit 28 it appears that the q0.1% flow, a slightly bigger flow than a strong winter flow, is 
acting to do the most work on the channel overall (Figure 3-20).   

 

 ( 214)     Does this mean all the other flows have NO effect as they are not displayed, despite the title 

suggesting it includes "... illustrated across the full flow regime."  ?    
 

( 215)  In the absence of any scale "Units",    the left-hand (y) axis of the bar-chart suggests a  0.16 % 

                 "probability of shear exceeding threshold" ?     ie    very small ? 
                  What is the "threshold" figure in this case ?  
 

( 216)     Critically - does this mean that even under Scenario A (Baseline) there is no significant erosion  

                   effect ?    If so why is it necessary or beneficial to destroy the existing habitat ?    
  
The results show a reduction in accelerated channel change as a result of the Restoration Scenarios as flow is distributed across the 
floodplain rather than remaining concentrated in the incised channels of the SSSI Units.  
This will lead to longer term stability for the system and help to reduce the narrow gully from future incision and headward erosion that 
will impact the mire system.  

( 217)     There is  little or no  change in the floodplain extent in  the upper half  of  Unit 43/ 28,  as 

depicted in Figure 3-25 - the only area presented in the Report.     This will also apply down to the "Crossing 
Point".    
 
The results for SSSI Unit 48 (Figure 3-21) show general improvements with an overall reduction in shear across most flow regimes for the 
restored scenarios. Restoration Scenario C, anastomosing the channel, provides a slightly improved situation than remeandering the 
channel (Restoration Scenario B) however both improve conditions compared to the Baseline Scenario A.  

 
Figure 3-22 shows the actual shear stress at the confluence between Thompson's Castle and Latchmore Brook for the four scenarios for a 
2 year flow event.    

( 218)     Figure 3-22 actually shows " Percentage of Shear exceeding threshold for SSSI Unit 43 and SSSI Unit 28,  

                          Thompson's Castle and downstream SSSI Unit 28 across all flow regimes".       
                      Should the commentary below  be related to Figure 3-23 ?   
The dominant channel in Scenario A shows shear values here exceed 30Nm-1.   This is due to the flow being concentrated in the narrow 
incised channel.   Restoration Scenarios B, C and D all reduce the shear through this incised channel where it is instead flowing across a 
network of wider, shallower channels. Shear is still seen to exceed 30Nm-1 in some areas however this is reduced in comparison to the 
Baseline Scenario A.     
 
Figure 3-21 also shows reduction in percentage of shear exceeding the critical threshold for the whole of SSSI Unit 43 and downstream 
SSSI Unit 28 with a reduction of up to 3% for the Restored Scenarios in comparison to the Baseline Scenario A.   

( 219)     Again - Figure 3-21 is related to Unit 48, and presumably the commentary above is referring 

                                   to Figure 3-22? 

 

( 220)       A   3 %  reduction must be insignificant and within the errors of the model simulation ?   

                       The confidence levels need to be explained.  
 
Figure 3-20: Excess shear stress predictions for the Thompson's Castle SSSI Unit 43 and SSSI Unit 28 for Scenario A (blue), Scenario B 

(red), Scenario C (Green) and Scenario D (purple) illustrated across the full flow regime. 
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Figure 3-21: Excess shear stress predictions for the Latchmore Shade SSSI Unit 48 for Scenario A (blue), Scenario B (red), Scenario C 

(Green) and Scenario D (purple) illustrated across the full flow regime. 
 
 

Figure 3-22: Percentage of Shear exceeding threshold for SSSI Unit 43 and SSSI Unit 28, Thompson's Castle and downstream SSSI Unit 

28 across all flow regimes. 

 

 
 
 

( 221)     The relevant text above where it refers to  Figure 3-22 states "Figure 3-22 shows the actual shear stress at 

the confluence between Thompson's Castle and Latchmore Brook for the four scenarios for a 2 year flow event. "   
 

( 222)    For the Baseline: 

                           Figure 3-20 states that at q0.1   the "probability of shear exceeding threshold" is 0.16 
                           Figure 3-22 states that at q0.1   the "percentage shear exceeding threshold"      is 1.5 
 
                          These values suggest that these are very small differences from threshold.      
                           How do they justify the Works? 
 

( 223)     Why is the only overlapping data in Figures 3-20 and 3-22 related to q0.1 ? 
 
A review of the interactions at the confluence between Thompson's Castle and Latchmore Shade for the four restoration option results 
illustrates that shear stresses show some improvements around the confluence with Latchmore Brook, particularly for Restoration 

Scenario B where a reduction in shear can be seen in Figure 3-23 (Scenario D) (circled in black) within the incised Thompson's Castle 

channel.    
 

( 224)   It is an very misleading  to state that the "Thompsons Castle channel" is  "incised" in the area 

depicted by the black circle,  as illustrated by the three FoL photos Nos 17, 18, and 19  below. 
How is that statement justified ? 

FoL photo No 17 
 

 
FoL photo No 18 
 

 

 
FoL photo No 19 
 
 
 



( 225)    It is unclear from the detail provided in the Report,   under which Scenarios the existing 

Latchmore Brook channel at the confluence with Unit 28 has been infilled   in the modelling.   
This location,  is an example where an "engineering scale" survey will be needed to show how this can be 
done,  and the effects it will have on Latchmore Shade,  before it can be justified.   
 Whilst this is only a small area of improvement this is the critical point that will control the future risk of incision up  through Thompson's 

Castle and therefore the reduction (in shear stress ?) shown   
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will reduce the risk of this occurring into the future.    
This will also mean that any restoration works upstream through Thompson's Castle would be at less risk of failure as a result of incision 
originating within Latchmore Brook which possibly contributed to the previous measures installed in Thompson's Castle failing.   

 

( 226)     This is an unsubstantiated statement.    There is no evidence for this.   This text is talking about a 

section at the bottom of Unit 28,  while the "previous measures" (in 2001/2)  were at the  boundary 
between Units 43 and 28,  approximately 250  metres upstream at the Valley mire interface.     These 
"previous measures"  failed within one year of the Works.      Any infilling of the channel in the vicinity of 
Unit 48  will have no benefit to the Mire itself.  
 
The impacts of restoration works also improve conditions slightly upstream (around 50m) where flow in the unrestored channel (Baseline 
Scenario A) was concentrated in the single thread, narrow, incised gully leading to shear exceeding the critical threshold at this location 
(circled in green, Figure 3-23 (Scenarios A and B) ).     
 

( 227)      Only improved "slightly" ? .....  All for what  benefit  ?    The section circled in green is illustrated 

on the FoL  photos No 20 and 21  below,  which  includes fragile Southern Damselfly breeding habitat which 
cannot be disturbed.  
 

 
 
FoL photo No 20 
 

 
 
FoL photo No 21 
 

 Restored conditions have considerably reduced shear at this location (Restoration Scenarios B, C and D) by increasing floodplain 
connectivity and allowing the energy to dissipate through multiple channels and across the floodplain. This reduces the likelihood of future 
incision in the gully and the resulting headward erosion originating from this.  As an example, an existing palaeo channel is activated as a 

result of the restoration carried out for Scenarios B, C and D, this is shown circled in purple in Figure 3-23 (Scenario C).  
 

( 228)       Is this "example" ( the newly occupied diagonal/central channel across the triangle)  a palaeo 

channel or a straight man-made drain ?   Why is the existing channel not also coloured (red) in Scenarios B, 
C, D ?  
 
This is shown as a positive increase in shear stress compared to the existing conditions as the restoration options have achieved their 
purpose of increasing floodplain connectivity (i.e. this activated channel is currently wetted under existing conditions for the 2 year flow).   
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Figure 3-23: Shear for the confluence of Thompson's Castle and Latchmore Brook for a 2 year flow (Q2). Key for Shear: Red = 0-10 (Nm-1); 
Yellow = 10- 20 (Nm-1); Light Blue= 20-30 (Nm-1); Dark Blue= >30 (Nm-1) 
 
 

 
 

Circles missing in transfer from Report. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

FoL Photo taken from printed version of page 
with circles shown. 
Circles in Scenarios A & B are green; Circle in C is 
purple; circle in D is Black.

 
A review of the shear stress at the main knick point along the incised gully, downstream of the Valley Mire within SSSI Unit 43, is shown in 
Figure 3-24.     Previously, emergency works have been 
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installed at this location but are no longer functioning.   

 
( 229)  This description of the location ("main knick point along the incised gully" )   again  highlights the lax "names" used 

which make it difficult to decide what points are being described.     Figure 2-7 provides names which should continue to 
be used throughout the Report to avoid confusion and wasted time.      The assumption that this is the "Main Knick 
Point" between the "Runnel on Peat" and "Unmapped Gulley" sections ?    

 
( 230)          These "emergency works"  were completed in 2001/2,   and failed one year after installed.   

 
 Some significant stabilisation works are required here to ensure erosion into the valley mire does not occur.     The restored conditions 
(circled in black for Restoration Scenarios B, C and D) show reductions in shear stress at this location thus showing improvements are 
likely to be achieved through reduced potential for incision and erosion following restoration works in comparison to existing conditions 
(circled in black for Baseline Scenario A).        

 
( 231)       As the works in 2001/2  were  unsuccessful - what are the detailed plans and methods 

                       proposed at this point ? 
                       What are  the  desired results ?    
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Figure 3-24: Shear for the main knick point in the incised gully through SSSI Unit 28, for a 2 year flow (Q2). Key for Shear: 

Red = 0-10 (Nm-1); Yellow = 10- 20 (Nm-1); Light Blue= 20-30 (Nm-1); Dark Blue= >30 (Nm-1) 
 

 
Circles missing in transfer from Report. 
 

 
 
 
FoL Photo taken from printed version of page 
with black circles shown. 
 

 
( 232)       The "main knick point in the incised gulley"  on   Figure 3-24 does  NOT appear to be within the 

black circle,  but upstream  just outside the circle.   See FoL Photo(map)  below. 
 
 

 

 
This FoL photomap annotates: 

 The crab apple tree 

 The SSSI boundary between 43 and 28 

 The point where FoL Photo No 22 was 
taken looking at the mire below the SSSI 
Unit 43 boundary. 

 The "Main Knick Point  upstream of the 
circle 

 The Stock crossing (2 sets of scars) is 
above and along the top edge  of the 
circle.         

 There is no " knick point" in this circled 
area.   

 The circle contains an area of healthy 
stream habitat and a tree  
 ( see FoL photo No 23). 

 
 
 
 



 
 
FoL Photo No 22 -  Taken from the "natural barrier of higher 
ground in front of the valley mire, as annotated on the 
photomap above. 
 In foreground -  the area of the mire where there is no central 
data in Figure 3-25 Scenario A, located  between the Crab-
apple tree and Main Knick Point,  which is in SSSI Unit 28.   
The point where the Report  states that the Valley mire ends,  
is in the middle distance. 
The Crab-apple tree is partly visible on left edge of photo. 

 

 
 
FoL Photo No 23  
Taken from within the black Circle of Figure 3-24 looking at 
the tree in the centre of circle.   
This is part of the "Unmapped Gulley" in Figure 2-7.  
"Favourable" dragonfly and damselfly stream habitat clearly 
shown.

 

( 232a)       These FoL photos  and photomap above identifying the  main features relating to Figure 3-24 

illustrate their importance to clarify the  locations of the modelling inputs and analysis.     

( 232b)       The location  of the "stabilisation works",  and the change parameters  in the model  between  

Baseline A and B, C, D needs  better  explanation and justification. 

( 232c)       The Report must provide more rigorous  and accurate documentation of features and analysis,  

if it is to be used as part of any evidence for an Environmental Statement.  
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Undamaged mires require a water table near or at the ground surface, through-out the year.    
 

( 233)    Thompsons Castle Mire has its  water table near or at the ground surface, through-out the year.   

   It slopes more than 20 metres from top to bottom  (of the mire) -  so the "water table"  is  a complex 
gradient,  and  NOT flat.     
That is why there are  already surface channels in parts of the valley mire.     
Water pressure will change as it progresses through the mire,  and the lower slopes into the "Valley mire" 
section are bound to come to the surface at some points...)   
 
 The hummock and hollow micro topography often means that in small areas water sits above the surface in small depressions.     In the 
valley mire community that is being restored, the aim would be to recreate runnel surface water features, (almost like swales) which 
would allow excess water to be shed from the area without creating a distinct channel.     Along these runnels it might be expected that 
water would often sit just above the surface.   

 

( 234)    The Report needs to better define what is meant by a "runnel".     A "runnel" is  a surface stream.    

As this is a mire with a distinct gradient,   water will flow through the mire, both within the mire vegetation 
and on the surface.    An explanation of how it is proposed to "recreate runnel surface water features" and 
an example of what they look like ( a photo,  not a dot in Figure 3-25)  is needed here.          
  
Distinct runnel surface water features are observed in Figure 3-25 in yellow/orange which defines water sitting on the valley mire surface 
at depths between 10-50mm.    

The modelling shows some differences within the valley mire between unrestored, Baseline Scenario A, compared with Restored 

Scenarios B, C and D (circled in black) (circle only on A and B).  

( 235)     The "differences"  appear inconsequential ?   These differences need better description and 

explanation  why  that area (black circle) needs  further invasive Works ?    



 

( 236)     The reach immediately below the circle in Scenario A (just within Unit 28,  shows a central area 

with no colour.     This is not correct  as it is impossible to walk on this area , because it is mire.....  (See FoL  
photo No 22 above).       
 Why is this area annotated with no "data" in its centre  in Scenario A ? 

The valley mire extends to the boundary of Thompson's Castle SSSI Unit 43 and no further, defined by the green outline.    

 

( 237)      This is not true, or needs an explanation to justify.   

 The NE Photomap ( copy added into comments under Report Page 20) ,  shows the SSSI Unit boundary, 
clearly indicating that this boundary crosses diagonally below the Crab-apple tree.      The Valley mire 
extends outside Unit 43 between the Crab Apple tree and the "main knick point" and Stock Crossing, partly 
shown in FoL photo Nos 22  above.  
  

( 238)      FoL photo No 22 is part of   the section " Runnel on peat  " in Figure 2-7 above the "Main Knick 

Point".    
 This is described in Fig 2-7 as "Eroded stream at the lower end of  the Valley Mire.    This is to be infilled to surrounding ground 

level leaving no channel." 
That proposal  needs clarification and further justification as this section is a healthy area of mire habitat.    
 
This is the result of the infilling of the distinct stream downstream of the area, reducing the mires ability to drain.  
 

( 239)      Where exactly  is  the "distinct stream  downstream"  which has been infilled  ?         

 As commented earlier, there is a natural  barrier of higher ground  in line with the valley mire which causes 
it to turn westward and narrow further.     This ground  is not man-made or caused by "infilling of the stream". 
  

( 240)      Notwithstandng  (234),   the mire drains without any constraint due to infilling.  As  the proposal 

is that more of the mire and all of the stream should be infilled,   how does that help "draining" ? 
This requires explanation.   
  
Water within small runnels across the mire surface have slightly deepened and extent of runnels have slightly increased, up to 20mm. 
Reductions in water depths and improvements to inundation immediately downstream of the boundary under restored conditions are 
observed.    
 

( 241)      Figure 2-7 also shows an "Unmapped gully section" below the " main nick point" , described 

only as an "Incised narrow channel" which remains unexplained.    
 
Why is it described as "unmapped" ?    
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Figure 3-25: Depth / inundation extent across the valley mire within Thompson's Castle SSSI Unit 43 for a strong winter flow (q5%).
 
 

 
Circles missing in transfer from Report. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Photo taken from printed version of page 
including the two circled Scenarios A and B.

( 242)      Based on this simulation of q5% for Scenarios B, C, D there appears to be very little difference 

from the Baseline A ?  
 It is not clear from the Report if, or how,  Scenarios B, C, D differ in the "works" proposed in Thompsons 
Castle ? 
   

( 243)      As the values in Figure 3-25 mainly range from 0 to 2 centimetres  over most of the section 

above the crab-apple tree,    and the section down to the current stock crossing 2 to 5  centimetres,    it is 
difficult to see what else is expected in this mire habitat,  and calls into question  Figure 3 -  8   suggesting a  
Hydraulic habitat simulation of "ripples" at q5%  Baseline and "Unbroken Standing Waves" at Q2  Baseline ?      
 

( 244)      Local observation over many years of the Valley mire section illustrated in Figure 3-25,     

indicate that the Mire is naturally in a stable state which should not be touched without more detailed and 
long-term  investigation.      
 

( 245)       The proposal that the whole stream down to the junction with Latchmore Brook will be 

partially (almost completely ) infilled is a major alteration to the stream profile - and the "effects" of  "Depth / 

inundation"  should be  shown over the whole length - not just that covered by  Fig  3-25.            Evidence of the 
additional floodplain which will be created  needs to be identified.      
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4   Conclusions and Recommendations  
 
The Latchmore Brook catchment has suffered historic disruption and been subject to continued land 
management to maintain the quality of SSSI features which is inhibiting significant system recovery to a more 
natural state. The hydromorphic audit of the system revealed a number of isolated functional units along the 
watercourse which can act as analogues for naturalisation and are described in the sections above, such as 
connected palaeo channels.    Analogue features provide useful information on what sort of features are 
naturally sustainable within the system and therefore should be used as a guideline for developing suitable 
restoration measures.     Modelling of the present situation (Baseline Scenario A) and potential meandered 
channel configurations (FC Restoration Scenario B and FC & JBA combined Restoration Scenario C) can create 
such analogue features and suggests that the current  and meandered channel are energetic enough to induce 
frequent local bank erosion and the development of in-channel gravel features.     

( 246)     Scenarios B, and C have been reduced to "potential meandered channel configurations".    

 
As will be observed through these Conclusions and Recommendations,    everything is reduced to descriptive 
terms ,    including only two  (relative %)   figures  in quantified terms  to justify any comparisons or 
conclusions.    (These are both  related to a "50% increased floodplain inundation" for SSSIs 540 and 66, and 
then SSSI 43/28, under all proposed restoration options.) 
 
Is this  a hydrographic survey and  mathematical modelling of proven confidence levels or is it avoiding 
scientific evidence because it is unreliable and unconfirmed by independent data  ?  
 
This is presently exacerbated by the flow regime which has been significantly modified through catchment 
drainage causing the channel to become seasonal and concentrating flood flows into shorter duration higher 
peak events.  
The Latchmore Brook is presently in a low intensity cut and fill cycle, resulting in a fluctuating 
hydromorphology and a long-term variable water table.   This channel state is not stable and will be subject to 
a renewed period of scour and disconnection as part of the general damped erosion/deposition cyclic 
response, a continuation of the current cut and fill cycles which is a long term adjustment process to the 
straightening.  

( 247)       Over what time-scale is this talking about ?   

                       For the " low intensity cut and fill cycle"                                              -       5 years ?  50 years ? 
                       For the  "variable water table"                                                                -       5 years ?  50 years ? 
                       For the  " general damped erosion/deposition cyclic response"      -       5 years ?  50 years ? 
 
This dynamism, coupled with land management practices, is leading to a degraded ecology at some locations  

( 248 )    Ecology has not been considered in  the  Report. 

                   How many locations ?       
                   Where ?   
                   How is the statement justified  ?     
 
in the Latchmore Brook catchment with little prospect of recovery to a near natural state.    The degraded 
ecology is also impact by localised, high intensity grazing pressures exerted by the ponies on the ‘lawns’ and 
adjacent areas.   Ponies graze very selectively and, over time, will eliminate the Purple moor grass Molinia 
caerulea from the tussocks that form in these semi-natural environments as well as the Myrica gale that often 
grows in them. These areas then develop into lawns that lack the micro-topographical diversity of the original 
sward as well as the woody components.    The need for grazing animals to balance their food intake may also 
mean, where the lawns are bounded by heathy areas, that these are grazed preferentially with a consequential 
loss of Common heather Calluna vulgaris and Cross-leaved heath Erica tetralix.    

( 249)      Where  are these conclusions explored in the Report?     Conclusions and recommendations are 

meant to be based on the contents of a Report. 
 



( 250)      Grazing animals and their requirements are not mentioned in the text,  any more than the needs 

of the Fish,  Damselflies,  Reptiles or Birds etc.......     
Is the intention that the increase in flooding will result in the ponies not using these areas ?   
The "results" already seen at Ditchend - of standing water on the Shade are an indication of what may 
happen...?  
 
The proposed restoration plans for each of the SSSI Units considered in this study are important in order to 
begin addressing the existing issues however, we believe further works regarding the existing land 
management regime and addressing the drainage issues are required to provide the best possible chance of 
the system recovering to a near natural state.    

( 251)     This point was only mentioned briefly in the Report in relation to the drainage networks in the 

Inclosures,  but was  not explored.      As there is no quantified output data of flood flows in the Report,  it is 
impossible to know what "reduction" in flood flow will occur as a result of the Scenarios B, C, or D,     or the 
comparative result  if all the drainage networks were removed. 
 
 It is important to ensure that the proposed restoration measures for each SSSI Unit to be restored are aligned 
with the neighbouring units so that a sustainable and linked scheme is proposed for the Latchmore Catchment 
as processes across all units will influence each other in the medium to long term.  

( 252a)        The impact of any Works in the upstream areas need to be assessed for a number of years 

before any suggestion of Works in Latchmore Unit 48, 43 and 28 are considered -  as stated by FoL in the 
letter and Appendix paper of 14 September 2014 to NFNPA on  the  Latchmore Scoping report.)     

( 252b)    The apparent exclusion from the Report of some SSSI Units,  for example SSSI Unit  541 (Sloden 

Inclosure) from the modelling seems completely at odds with the conclusion that it is important for a " 
sustainable and linked scheme.......... as processes across all units will influence each other in the medium to 
long term " 

( 252c )     If this Report is to achieve this and be  meaningful to Stakeholders  it must include:  

For example::  

 An inventory of the  drains in the upstream Inclosures not currently included in the Scenarios; 

 The flood flow outputs for all the  sub-catchments for  the Baseline,   and each of the Scenarios in 
order to assess them; 

 The number of days over-topping of the channels  along the water-course for each Scenario; 

 The quantity of imported material added to the system by each Scenario; 

 The effect of erosion on the large quantity of material added to the "system" by infilling the 
existing stream and drainage channels, and how this  has been taken into account on the effect of 
the Scenarios in the long-term 

 ??? 
   
Re-meandering according to Restoration Scenario B within SSSI Unit 48 (previously the FC restoration option) 
results in a moderately energetic channel network with gravel mobilisation predicted for high winter flows and 
above.     This approach results in a much wider level of floodplain and associated palaeo-channel activation 
with a wider variety of hydraulic habitats developing as a result.     

( 253 )      That suggests  there will still be significant flood flows which will  wash away the material used 

in the "infilling".     Evidence for this has been observed  over a number of years on  previous  "Works" ( eg 
Ditchend.      Again no comparative evidence of the "scale" or "significance" of these general statements. 
 
The addition of debris dams (represented by Restoration Scenario C as part of the previously reported on 
combined JBA & FC option) adds yet further diversity and increased floodplain inundation, however, this is 
minimal but ultimately provides a measure that will help to reduce the risk of future incision which remains as 
a result of the modified flow regime impacted by the drains.    

( 254 )     As commented - not aware of what was "previously reported " . 

                      Which drains is this referring to ?  Needs to be specific.   
                       Table 2-1 shows that  Scenario C for SSSI Unit 48 does not include the FC option, 
                       but involves " channel blockages to encourage anastomosing"   as in Figure 2-6.   
 



Published literature states that woody debris jams have been successfully utilised (both in the New Forest and 
elsewhere) to reconnect the floodplain and to provide some stability (alongside modification to the drainage 
network) to allow multi - thread (anastomosed) channels to form. This will help to provide longer term stability 
to the system and will reflect previous historic anastomosed channel conditions that were identified in the 
historic review of old maps for Latchmore Brook. These features are fundamental to the functioning and 
maintenance of these anastomosed systems and where examples of this were encountered during the site 
work, woody debris jams (live or dead) were nearly always present.   The success of anastomosed channel 
networks is also reliant on the succession of these features, not just isolated occurrences, therefore naturally 
forming woody debris jams should not be removed from the channel. (This has been previously reported on in 
more detail).     

 ( 255 )     What published literature ?    This should be referenced. 

                        The Verderers  oppose debris dams. 
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SSSI Units 540 and 66 are significantly improved, particularly under low flow regimes, where the current 
incised narrow valley units shows up to 50% increased floodplain inundation under all proposed restoration 
options leading to reductions in energy being concentrated in the channel and therefore reducing the 
occurrence of incision.       

( 256 )      What is the justification of "Works" if they mainly  improve " low flow regimes" ? 

 One of the most critical reasons for doing  the Works in the upstream Inclosures should be to reduce the 
frequent,  large flood flows out of Alderhill Inclosure  ?     
 The lack of any "....return flood flow"  values in the Report for Units 540 and 66 is a major omission in the 
Report,  and makes it impossible to draw any meaningful conclusions from the Report.   
  
Restoration Scenarios B and C are recommended as an effective energy dissipation and habitat creation 
option to reactivate floodplain / valley bottom areas combined with ditch blocking  

( 257 )     Has this type of operation -  "ditch blocking" been described anywhere in the Report ? 

                      It is not  mentioned as one of the 8 "methods" in the Scoping Report ? 
                       An explanation of this method and where it is proposed should be included in the Report.  
  
to create seepage zones and diffuse overland flow which will improve the low flow regime whilst attenuating 
flood flows.  Consideration should be given to only partially infilling the existing channel of SSSI Unit 48 to 
allow it to be activated during higher flows and further reducing the shear stress in the main channel.  

( 258 )     Would " partially infilling the existing channel of SSSI Unit 48"   be something between Scenario B  

                        and C for Unit 48  ?     
                       Has it been modelled ?   
                        What effect does this have on return flood flow values ?  
 

 ( 259 )   It is still unclear from the Report what Scenario C consists of in Unit 48?   

                     On Page 24 - Chapter 2   -  Modelled Restoration Options   
                     Para 2.1 Latchmore Catchment SSSI Units 540, 66, 48, 43 and 28 
                                    sets out the 3 main Scenarios A,  B,  C as follows: 

 Baseline Scenario (A) : This is the best representation of the current state of the Latchmore Catchment  through SSSI Units 540, 

66, 48, 43 and 28 using LIDAR data which has been edited to represent the current channel and floodplain geometry.    
 FC restoration option( B): This combines all restoration measures shown in Figure 2-1, Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3 for SSSI Unit 

540, SSSI Unit 66 and SSSI Unit 48 respectively.   

 FC and JBA combined option (C): This combines FC restored option (Figure 2-1 to Figure 2-3) with additional measures 

identified by JBA (Figure 2-4 to Figure 2-6) including the use of debris dams and additional drain infilling/palaeo reconnection 

throughout SSSI Units 540, 66 and 48.     
However, as indicated in FoL point ( 78a )  If Figure 2-3 is combined with Figure 2-6 for Scenario C,  this is not 
as stated in Table 2-1,  which indicates that Scenario C for Unit 48 is " JBA proposed blockage (anastomosing) option 

following those outlined in Figure 1-28" .  (Figure 1-28 is  actually Figure 2-6.) 
                  

 This is a very important detail of the Study which needs urgent clarification.    



 
Further, drainage channel infilling and hydrological regime reinstatement should be implemented alongside 
restoration proposals to ensure the risk of future incision is minimised and that water is held back in the 
floodplain to improve groundwater levels and to improve baseflow conditions in summer months.    

( 260 )   What is this " Further, drainage channel infilling and hydrological regime reinstatement.."  ?    

                     It implies this is in addition to the stated Scenarios,  but it needs to be more specific about which 
drainage channels and their location are recommended for further consideration.     This is not covered 
specifically in the Report ? 
 
Partial drainage channel infilling could be considered but would require further iterative modelling to 
calculate a required infill amount to successfully reduce shear stress in the main channel.   

( 261 )    The Scenarios already appear to use "  Partial drainage channel infilling ", for example in SSSI 

Unit 43/28,  but also for Units 540 and 66 under the FC Plans.    What else is the term "raise bed levels" ? 
 
Thompson's Castle SSSI Unit 43 and downstream SSSI Unit 28 will be significantly improved if implementation 
of the restoration measures modelled occurs  (Restoration Scenarios B and C),  particularly under low flow 
regimes, where the current incised narrow valley mire and incised gullying within Thompson's Castle shows up 
to 50% increased floodplain inundation.    

 
( 262 )      This conclusion  is not the impression given  from  the Report as: 

 The descriptions of the mire and stream are misleading 
 There is no observed return flood flow data or output.    
 Modelling graphic outputs provide limited differentiation 
 The increased floodplain inundation is based on unspecified major works at the 

"Crossing Point"        

 
( 262a ) What are the Baseline and Scenario "flood flow" values to compare ?      

( 262b ) What  is the difference between Scenarios B and C ?    

( 262 c)  Table 2-1 page 24 has exactly the same description for Scenarios B, C, and  D....        

                    This needs clarifying.   
 

 ( 263)      Where is the "increased floodplain inundation" in the "narrow valley mire" section ?    

 
This will lead to reductions in energy being concentrated in the channel allowing for improved wetland 
conditions and associated mire communities along with reducing the occurrence of incision and improving 
morphological heterogeneity.  
 
Either Restoration Scenario B or C is recommended as an effective energy dissipation and habitat creation 
option to reactivate floodplain / valley bottom areas and to reduce the risk of further incision propagating up 
through SSSI Unit 28 and 43 and impacting the valley mire. 

( 264 )     Both Scenario B and C will destroy important SAC habitat and Southern Damselfly and there will 

be  little  benefit as knick point propagation is minimal. 
 
 If no restoration works are carried out throughout Thompson's Castle SSSI Unit 43 and SSSI Unit 28, 
ecologically,  the site faces risks of a reduction in the size of pristine mire communities through headward 
erosion;    that is partially caused by artificial drainage activity at these points, and through poaching of 
watercourses and the headward erosion resulting from this and the incision of the Latchmore Brook.   
Complete infilling of the incised channels to ground level within Thompson's Castle will further reduce the 
likelihood of continued incision.  

( 265 )     Both Scenario B and C will destroy important SAC habitat and Southern Damselfly and there will 

be  little  benefit as knick point propagation is minimal. 
     



( 266 )     The continued use in this Report of generalised comment without being specific regarding the 

location to which it refers,  removes any meaning.    Where at  "Thompsons Castle" is it proposed that " 
Complete infilling of the incised channels to ground level."  will take place ?    Complete infill to ground level 
is unacceptable,  and will destroy SAC species habitats.  
 
The measures to manage the knick point erosion with(in ?) Thompson's Castle SSSI Unit 43 show a significant 
reduction in shear stress as a result of restored scenarios, therefore reducing the potential for future erosion 
and incision at this point.       

( 267 )      Is this   describing the proposed  Works within Unit 43, or also in Unit 28 / 48  ?        

If it is describing "works" to "manage knick point erosion" along the length of Unit 28 and in   Unit 48 - FoL 
comments  in the text of the Report question that "nick-points" in the floodplain at Latchmore Brook may   
cause erosion of the "Mire" itself in any meaningful timescales.    
The existing  "minor steps / water falls"  along the channel are caused by various reasons - mainly 
discontinuities in the geology and the significant change in elevation from mire to Brook.   Some sections of 
the channel  are undergoing a "cut" process,  and other significant areas are "fill" sections,   where scarce 
and protected species are present,   as the processes continue to "grade" the stream  - a natural process.     " 
"Complete infilling of the incised channels to ground level within Thompson's Castle.."     will destroy these protected 
species......and much important habitat.     
 
If no restoration works are carried out throughout Latchmore Shade SSSI Unit 48 (Restoration Scenario D) the 
modelling and hydromorphological audit has shown that the current cut and fill cycles will continue, providing 
system instability and morphology that is dominated by high energy flow events.     

 ( 268 )     In practice -  the use of these works methods in other restorations such as Ditchend  and North 

Slufters have resulted in destruction of high quality habitat,  and the creation of highly "unnatural" features 
which have caused further major erosion of the thousands of tonnes of infill hoggin and clay. 
 
This will result in significant transport and deposition of gravel material and localised erosion of the banks.      

( 269 )     The existing channel cut and fill in Latchmore Brook is likely to be far more stable than the 

importation and infill of thousands of tonnes of hoggin and clay.    

( 269a )     How much has been assumed to be used in the "infill" of the various DTM models ? 

( 269b )     Why has this not been included in the Report when it can easily be computed ? 

( 269c )     What are the quantities of infill likely to be eroded,  and  transported  downstream 

into the River Avon ? 
None of this is included in the Report.   
 
Incision is also likely to continue as a result of the poorly connected floodplain, where the flow remains 
entirely in the deepened channel  

( 270 )     Where is this the case ? The entire floodplain in Unit 48 is inundated during any q5% event .  

 
with the levels of floodplain inundation currently below what would be expected naturally, influence of the 
existing drainage network and historic channel straightening which all act to increase energy levels within the 
channel during high flow events.   The incision will continue to impact Thompson's Castle SSSI Units 43 and 28 
in the medium to long term as knick points migrate upstream along the channel, risking further damage to the 
mire system and potentially undermining any restoration works carried out.   

( 271 )      Why this repetition of the same points in these Conclusions ?   It repeats the unrealistic point 

made above which has already been  commented on.           
 
Comparison of Restoration Scenario B and Restoration Scenario D through a shear stress analysis at the 
confluence between Thompson's Castle and Latchmore Brook has shown a reduction in shear stress as a 
result of remeandering Latchmore Brook (Restoration Scenario B) compared to doing nothing in SSSI Unit 48 
(Restoration Scenario D), which will reduce the risk of future incision at this point.   



The general principles and results from this modelling assessment for the areas assessed as part of this study 
within the Latchmore catchment can be used to inform works of a similar nature in areas with similar issues 
within the catchment.        

( 272 )     This last sentence is stating that the modelling exercise in this Report is not a "whole river 

scale" assessment,  and  that there is  further work that should have been considered within the catchment?    
 
 It sums it up as an incomplete, and confusing  piece of work  which is unacceptable  as an input to an 
Environmental Statement. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Friends  of  Latchmore 
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